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 CIMdata News 
Geometric’s PLM+ Methodology Enhances PLM Business Value – A CIMdata Commentary 
2 December 2015 
Key takeaways: 

Increased product complexity and global competition are driving manufacturing companies to 
increasingly look at PLM for competitive advantage  
Inconsistent alignment of enterprise value elements is leading to a widening of the value gap between 
the projected value and realized benefits of PLM systems 
Automotive, aerospace, and industrial product companies are implementing PLM best practice templates 
and rationalizing end-to-end application platforms to add flexibility via simplification and optimization 
Geometric’s PLM+ methodology contains a variety of PLM offerings including consulting and products 
that lead clients along the most effective path to optimize their PLM environments to deliver maximum 
business value 
Business challenges are growing larger every day including global competition, regulatory compliance, 
higher customer expectations, multiple product variants, time to market, and of course, cost. Products 
and their development processes are growing in complexity to address the challenges. Additional 
complexity appears in many areas including product specification, business processes to develop and 
produce the product, and IT systems that capture and manage the product information and support 
internal and external collaboration. 
Product complexity is driven by the need to satisfy customer, market, regulatory, and sustainability 
requirements. More variants and options are required to meet the range of customer needs. More and 
more electronics and software are being incorporated to add useful features, provide product and variant 
differentiation, and even support new business models. All these factors add time and cost to product 
development efforts as well as impacting downstream activities including inventory management, 
production, and even after-sales support. 
In order to support increased product complexity, business processes have had to adapt. “Glocalization,” 
the combination of global and local markets, has dramatically increased process complexity. Companies 
need partners to support increasing product design complexity and suppliers to produce the additional 
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components and subsystems. In addition, products must be designed to support global requirements to 
increase volumes and reduce unit costs. But they must also support local market adaptation and even 
local production. This variation in processes and even supplier capability can have significant impact on 
manufacturing or assembly costs, quality, and on time delivery. 
IT technology is required to support modern businesses of every size. The technology has evolved 
dramatically in capability and scope over the last few decades. Unfortunately, it can be difficult and 
costly to provide enough resources to maintain the required technology and business systems at a state 
of the art level. Historically technology was deployed to solve business problems for individuals or 
departments. This strategy typically led to silos of information and disconnected processes that cause 
slower process execution and reduced data quality resulting in poor product quality, higher costs, and 
slower innovation. 
CIMdata research in the A&D industry identified a PLM investment value gap. This research shows the 
gap between the technical capabilities of PLM solutions and actual implementations. It illustrates that 
PLM leaders are getting more capability and value from their technology investments and 
implementations, and that the gap is widening between leaders and followers. Leaders have properly 
planned and implemented PLM strategies and enabling technologies that support current and future 
business needs. Over time the benefits accumulate and the gap between the leaders and follows widens. 
In order to be a leader, a company needs to develop a clear, holistic PLM strategy, implementation plan, 
and support and upgrade plan and follow through with an effective execution of those plans. 
Geometric is a well-known technology and IT services provider to manufacturing companies. They 
focus on supporting end-to-end product lifecycle related processes and technologies that help companies 
bring products from concept through production and into service. 
PLM+ is Geometric’s methodology for bringing PLM into manufacturing companies by providing 
strategic consulting and planning, implementation and optimization services, and focused tools and 
technologies. Each of these areas is designed to complement one another and to enable their customers 
to achieve maximum value from their PLM investments. 
Their PLM consulting process uses a well-defined, value driven methodology. A variety of tools within 
the PLM+ framework support clients that are new to PLM technology as well as companies with mature 
PLM implementations. Experienced consultants and program managers work with clients to develop a 
key process indicator (KPI) baseline, PLM strategy roadmap, solution architecture, and implementation 
plan that can leverage technology from all the major solution providers for the full product lifecycle. A 
key part of the plan is the inclusion of KPIs based on Geometric’s implementation experiences. The 
KPIs guide the implementation project and long-term operation of the PLM environment ensuring that 
planned value is realized.  
Geometric reviewed several case studies with CIMdata that emphasized key capabilities and successes. 
The case studies showed: 

• Engagements of more than a decade showing long term customer satisfaction 

• Support of more than 500 applications in a large aerospace company  

• Quantified business benefits including: 

• 5-10% Productivity improvement 

• 10-15% Application inventory reduction 
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• 5-10% Product development time reduction 

• 15-25% Total cost of ownership (TCO) reduction 

In addition to systems integration and consulting services, Geometric has developed a number of 
products and solutions to support PLM environments that help to ensure data and processes flow 
efficiently across the enterprise. These solutions are based on Geometric’s knowledge of customer needs 
from engagements, engineering background, and software development expertise. Geometric’s PLM 
related products and solutions include: 

Templates—Industry best practices are encapsulated as out-of-the-box solutions for the main 
commercial PLM solutions. The templates are used both by companies new to PLM as well as veterans 
and provide a sound way to shorten implementation time and achieve benefits more quickly. 
Interoperability Solutions—Products that support integrations between Dassault Systemes, PTC, and 
Siemens PLM products. 
AMS4E1—A methodology to maximize the value of technology investments using maturity-based 
assessments to transform business. 
GeometricEDGE—This new product is a cloud-based collaboration environment that enables 
interconnection between PLM solutions while supporting business rules and protecting intellectual 
property. 
DFMPro2—This product captures and reuses manufacturing best practices to assess product designs and 
determine the best way to produce them. 
QM/CAPA—A tool that implements the CAPA process in Teamcenter.  

Geometric’s products and solutions focus on streamlining and automating product development 
processes in areas where manufacturing companies need help. The products and solutions are a 
differentiator for Geometric and enable them to add value to their customers’ PLM environments.  
Increasing product and process complexity is putting more and more pressure on companies. Many of 
the complexity drivers are beyond organizations’ control, leading industrial companies to use PLM 
solutions to manage complexity in a holistic way so they can thrive in the marketplace.  
CIMdata believes that Geometric has a comprehensive and pragmatic approach to solving product and 
business complexity issues. They have a clear vision of PLM and a deep understanding of the tools, 
technologies, and processes required to implement PLM in a wide variety of mature and emerging 
manufacturing industries. Their commercial software offerings are a significant differentiator. Their 
software applications are focused on supporting niches that require deep process knowledge such as 
DFX, CAM, and industry specific configuration requirements. By using their industrial knowledge, 
technical skills, and proprietary technologies Geometric is able to help clients plan, implement, and 
improve their business performance with a holistic end-to-end PLM implementation. CIMdata 
recommends that companies looking for a partner to help them implement and leverage their PLM 
investments for maximum benefit include Geometric in their evaluations. 

Click here to return to Contents 

                                                 
1 http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/cimdata-blog/item/289-geometric-enhances-plm-business-value-commentary 
2 http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/3345-design-with-confidence-
commentary 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/cimdata-blog/item/289-geometric-enhances-plm-business-value-commentary
http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/3345-design-with-confidence-commentary
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Siemens PLM Software Acquires Polarion Software –A CIMdata Highlight 
2 December 2015 

Key takeaways: 

• Smart, connected products are becoming the norm in a wide range of 
manufacturing industries  

• Companies must blend and manage software development tools within their 
existing PLM environments to strive for a single source of truth 

Acquiring Polarion Software provides Siemens PLM Software with cloud-based application lifecycle 
management solutions and software development expertise to extend their current PLM portfolio  
Over the last few decades, manufactured products have become increasingly “smart” as the level of 
electronics and software have grown. The ubiquity of Internet access and the availability of cheap 
sensors and computing power make it easy to connect these smart products to drive new value for 
customers, enable innovative business models, and help manufacturing companies learn how their 
products are actually used and perform in the field. 
Based on CIMdata’s consulting experience, many industrial companies are still struggling to adopt the 
technologies and processes necessary to make smart, connected products. Traditionally, PLM was more 
focused on the mechanical elements of a product. As products became smart, the embedded software 
was developed using other tools, sometimes licensed, but often open source. That software routinely 
became part of the bill of material (BOM) by attaching a .zip or .tar archive to the mechanically oriented 
BOM. Just as PLM evolved from authoring tools and data and process management, tools for software 
development evolved to support authoring, configuration management, change management, workflow, 
and other capabilities under the application lifecycle management (ALM) umbrella.  
To improve the level of integration of processes and artifacts, many leading PLM solution providers 
linked up with software tools companies. In 2014, Siemens PLM Software announced a partnership with 
Polarion Software, a leading provider of cloud-based ALM solutions. This announcement came soon 
after Siemens AG’s Venture Capital unit (SFS VC) invested $10 million in Polarion. The companies 
partnered, in part, to help improve ALM-PLM integration. On 25 November 2015, Siemens PLM 
Software took the next step, entering into an agreement to acquire Polarion.  
CIMdata thinks this acquisition makes excellent business sense. Dassault Systèmes obtained some 
software assets with their 2010 Geensoft acquisition and in 2011 PTC acquired MKS, a leading provider 
of on-premise ALM solutions. By first investing in Polarion, and then partnering with them, Siemens 
PLM Software was able to look under the covers to see just how well Polarion’s cloud-based ALM 
solution could work with Teamcenter and support their overall digitalization strategy. Clearly they liked 
what they saw and corporate Siemens pulled the trigger on buying the whole company, which will be 
integrated within Siemens PLM Software. Polarion's product capabilities will enable Siemens PLM 
Software to better integrate software specification, development, testing, and simulation into their 
systems-driven product development environment.  
With user interfaces moving to Web-based technologies like HTML5, weaving Polarion’s browser-
based tools into Teamcenter to support new use cases should be straightforward. What will be more 
difficult is defining and supporting new development processes that truly enable the synthesis of 
mechanical and software development. If the promise of model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is to 
be realized, product development solutions must be able to power trade-offs in delivering user value 
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with hardware, electronics, and software, or some combination. Siemens PLM Software obtained core 
MBSE tools and skills via their LMS acquisition.  
CIMdata believes that adding Polarion Software gives them another essential piece of the product 
innovation platform puzzle by providing source code management and supporting the needs of open 
source development. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 
Wipro to acquire Cellent for 73.5 million euros 
2 December 2015 

Wipro has signed an agreement with Landesbank Baden-Wuerttemberg (LBBW) to acquire Cellent 
AG for 73.5 million euros.  
Cellent AG is a leading IT consulting and software services company and has been offering holistic 
innovative IT solutions and services to its customers in the DACH region of Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland for the past 14 years. Cellent AG serves the DACH market region with a team of more than 
800 consultants, who will now become part of Wipro.  
The DACH market is a strategic growth and investment region for Wipro. This acquisition will provide 
Wipro with significant scale and prime customer relationships, especially in the Manufacturing and 
Automotive domains, which are key industry sectors in the DACH region.  
"We welcome Cellent to the Wipro family. Cultural synergies and locational proximity are key to 
building successful customer relationships. Cellent is a well-established player with marquee customers, 
a well-known brand and has strong local talent. Cellent will significantly boost our footprint in the 
DACH region, especially in the Manufacturing and Automotive domains," said NS Bala, chief executive 
- Manufacturing and Hi-Tech, Wipro Limited.  
Dr. Peter Rohrbach, CEO, Cellent AG expressed his thanks to LBBW for supporting cellent over the 
years and welcomed the acquisition by Wipro, and said, "Cellent's mission for continuous improvement 
has earned us the trust of our customers and opened up many new opportunities, which require global 
expertise and a wider range of IT services and solutions. By joining the Wipro family, we will be able to 
leverage Wipro's vast services portfolio and its international network to meet our customers' 
requirements end-to-end."  

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Altair Announces Winner for the 2015 FEKO® Student Competition 
2 December 2015 

Ting-Yen Shih, a PhD student from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, was today announced the 
2015 winner of the FEKO Student Competition.  The contest, now in its 11th year, supports engineering 
education and academic excellence and is aimed at students interested in antennas, microwave devices, 
bio-electromagnetics, electromagnetic compatibility, and other electromagnetic related fields.  The 
competition is an ideal opportunity for the students to showcase their work with FEKO, the 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/wipro-ltd/stocks/companyid-12799.cms
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Cellent-AG
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/Cellent-AG
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electromagnetic solver of Altair HyperWorks®. Entries for the competition this year were received from 
many countries, including Argentina, Belgium, South Africa, the USA and Australia. 
With Mr. Shih’s winning entry, entitled “Design of Platform-Mounted HF Antennas with Enhanced 
Bandwidth Using the Characteristic Mode Configuration in FEKO”, he successfully developed a method 
using the characteristic mode configuration in FEKO to systematically and efficiently approach the 
bandwidth limitation of a platform mode.  This resulted in Shih achieving the bandwidths that stand-
alone antennas were not able to achieve. 
“Many antennas working at the high frequency (HF) band tend to have significantly smaller dimensions 
than the wavelength at which they operate, and, therefore, suffer from narrow bandwidths. Since HF 
antennas are often mounted on metallic platforms that are physically larger than the antennas 
themselves, if the platform can be used as part of the antenna, the maximum linear dimension of the 
antenna can be increased, resulting in an enhanced bandwidth. Our goal was to design platform-mounted 
HF antennas with enhanced bandwidth using the characteristic mode configuration in FEKO,” explained 
Shih. 
Professor Nader Behdad, Shih’s supervisor in this project will receive the prize for “Winning 
Supervisor”. 
“We were so impressed with the quality of entries that we decided to give out three honourable mentions 
in addition to the winning project, “said Matthias Goelke, Senior Director - Business Development 
Academic Markets.  These were: Mahrukh Khan, PhD student from the University of Missouri, USA, 
Marno van Rooyen, a Masters student from the University of Pretoria, South Africa and Stanley Kuja, a 
Master student from Stellenbosch University, also in South Africa. 
The winning project along with the honourable mentions and previous years’ winners can be viewed on 
the Altair University website in the near future and Ting-Yen Shih will also be presenting an overview 
of his project via a webinar early in the New Year.  For more information please visit the Altair 
University website. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ARCHICAD is ‘BIM Product of the Year’ in the UK Fifth Year in a Row 
3 December 2015 

GRAPHISOFT has announced that ARCHICAD 19 has won the prestigious BIM Product of the Year 
award at the tenth annual Construction Computing Magazine Awards in the United Kingdom. This is the 
fifth year in a row that ARCHICAD has been honored with the top BIM product award. In addition, 
GRAPHISOFT took home the award for Company of the Year. 
Affectionately known as ‘The Hammers,’ the Construction Computing Awards showcase and reward the 
technology, tools and solutions for the effective design, construction, maintenance, and modification of 
commercial buildings, residential and social housing and civil engineering projects of all sizes. 
Hundreds of industry movers and shakers gathered recently in London to see the outcome of the readers' 
online voting and judging panel's deliberations. 
"We are pleased and proud to be recognized by users and readers alike for our work on behalf of 
architects and designers worldwide. It’s especially rewarding to see our partners and customers 
acknowledged for their outstanding work,” said Akos Pfemeter, Vice President of Marketing, 
GRAPHISOFT. 

http://www.altairuniversity.com/
http://www.altairuniversity.com/
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Along with the highly coveted product and company awards won by GRAPHISOFT, ARCHICAD 
architect Bond Bryan Architects won BIM Project of the Year for its design of The David Hockney 
Building for Bradford College. GRAPHISOFT UK Partner Applecore Designs Ltd was runner up for 
Channel Partner of the Year. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Atos opens Technology Operations Center for Rio 2016 Games 
26 November 2015 

Atos and Rio 2016 officially opened the Technology Operations Centre for the Rio 2016 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games. The official opening comes during the 15th project review by the International 
Olympic Committee when the TOC is visited as part of the IT readiness review. 
The TOC in the host city will be supported remotely by a new permanent Technical Technology 
Operations Center (TTOC) in Spain. This will be the operating model for the future Games that will be 
delivered fully in SaaS and over the cloud. 
The TOC is the control and command center for technology that supervises all 144 Olympic competition 
and non-competition venues. During Games time, this 800-square metre facility will monitor and control 
the IT systems that support the running of the Games and deliver the results from all the Olympic and 
Paralympic sports competitions to the world’s media in real time. 
Since the start of the test events which started on 15 July this year, the Rio 2016 TOC has been 
operational with a core team. From 25 July 2016, the TOC will operate at full capacity with 500 
business technologists covering 187 positions to manage and monitor 24/7 the technology infrastructure 
and systems. These include IT security, telecommunications, power and the results systems. It will be 
staffed by a combined team comprising the Rio 2016 Technology team and Atos, who are operating it 
jointly and the other technology partners.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Unveils Cloud-based Forge Initiative to Transform How Products are Designed, Made and 
Used 
3 December 2015 

 Autodesk, Inc. announced Forge, an initiative to accelerate a cloud connected ecosystem in support 
of the future of making things. The initiative consists of three major components – a platform-as-a-
service (PaaS) offering, a robust developer program, and a $100 million investment fund – all geared 
toward advancing the next wave of innovative technologies that will transform how products are 
designed, made and used. 
“The way we design, make and use products is rapidly changing. New technologies are disrupting every 
aspect of the product lifecycle,” said Amar Hanspal, senior vice president, Products at Autodesk. 
“Autodesk is launching Forge to help developers build new businesses in the changing manufacturing 
landscape. We are inviting innovators to take advantage of Autodesk’s cloud platform to build services 
that turn today’s disconnected technologies into highly connected, personalized experiences.” 
The Forge Initiative will help Autodesk realize the future of making things by partnering with 
developers and innovators to expand opportunities and connect all of the steps to design, make and use 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com&esheet=51233825&newsitemid=20151201005266&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk%2C+Inc&index=1&md5=46e9531ca13e551ea86d4dc464e03189
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the next generation of products. 

Code, Community, Create 
Platform-as-a-Service – The Forge Platform is a set of cloud services that span early stage design, 
engineering, visualization, collaboration, production and operations. Open application programming 
interfaces (APIs) and software development kits (SDKs) enable small and large software developers 
alike to build intuitive cloud powered apps, services and experiences for the people making the world 
around us. 
Developer Program – The Forge Developer Program will bring together the cloud developer community, 
provide ongoing training, resources and support, and host an inaugural Forge Developer Conference 
during the week of June 13, 2016. 
Investment Fund – The Forge Fund will advance the developer ecosystem by investing up to $100 
million over the next several years in emerging companies that are working to deliver innovative 
solutions and services on or connected to the Forge Platform. In addition to financial support, Autodesk 
will also provide business and technical support to startups that are contributing value to the future of 
making things. 

Forge Fast Track 
The Forge Initiative also includes a partner program for highly motivated innovators to work closely 
with Autodesk. Forge partners collaborate closely with Autodesk on the use of its cloud platforms to 
create intuitive services for manufacturing professionals supporting the Autodesk Product Innovation 
Platform. Six inaugural partners include BriteHub, Proto 
Labs, FATHOM, 100kGarages, MakeTime and HWTrek. 

“The partnership between BriteHub and Autodesk unites digital product design with manufacturing 
collaboration. The design for manufacturability process is complex and requires consistent 
communication among many project stakeholders. With Autodesk Fusion 360, A360 and BriteHub’s 
workflow tools the process is streamlined, like a match made in cloud-based software heaven.” – Dorian 
Ferlauto, Founder and CEO, BriteHub 
“Proto Labs is very pleased to have our quick-turn manufacturing capabilities integrated into Autodesk 
Fusion 360. With a single click, Fusion users can request a quote with design for manufacturability 
analysis and then have their custom parts manufactured in a variety of processes, including molding, 
machining, and 3D printing in plastics and metals. Our service was designed to help product developers 
get to market faster by manufacturing custom parts in as fast as 1 day. We are excited to bring this 
seamless quoting and ordering process to the Fusion 360 users.” – Robert Bodor, Vice President, Proto 
Labs 
“A favorite of designers, engineers, students, established firms, and even startups, Fusion 360 represents 
the highest level of online collaboration and CAD software. We’re excited to provide easy access to 3D 
printing for the entire Fusion 360 community.” – Rich Stump, Co-Founder and Principal, FATHOM. 
“The Fusion360 API offers scaffolding for a platform that integrates design, manufacturing, and supply 
chain. It makes available the components of a system to link normally independent players into effective 
communication and collaboration networks; it provides a set of tools that can make more realistic the 
promise of ‘the next industrial revolution’ — local production in small entrepreneurial shops doing 
fulfilling work.” – Ted Hall, CEO & Founder of ShopBot Tools, Inc. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fdeveloper.autodesk.com%2F&esheet=51233825&newsitemid=20151201005266&lan=en-US&anchor=Forge+Platform&index=2&md5=30d2da2c544ea931c1f2c76c05873a73
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fbritehub.com%2F&esheet=51233825&newsitemid=20151201005266&lan=en-US&anchor=BriteHub&index=3&md5=e8a3e7fe36bd749d27c8efde3a753e97
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.protolabs.com%2F&esheet=51233825&newsitemid=20151201005266&lan=en-US&anchor=Proto+Labs&index=4&md5=8ba6c802b6443eedfd58b632ea0417d1
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.protolabs.com%2F&esheet=51233825&newsitemid=20151201005266&lan=en-US&anchor=Proto+Labs&index=4&md5=8ba6c802b6443eedfd58b632ea0417d1
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fstudiofathom.com%2F&esheet=51233825&newsitemid=20151201005266&lan=en-US&anchor=FATHOM&index=5&md5=6a67c9261116448f48c89e87d38e9a46
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.100kgarages.com%2F&esheet=51233825&newsitemid=20151201005266&lan=en-US&anchor=100kGarages&index=6&md5=f9025997de222f812c990ddfab7c7f09
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fmaketime.io%2F&esheet=51233825&newsitemid=20151201005266&lan=en-US&anchor=MakeTime&index=7&md5=7f127327b9aa3b1e1f35684f23974476
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hwtrek.com%2F&esheet=51233825&newsitemid=20151201005266&lan=en-US&anchor=HWTrek&index=8&md5=d0c5c3087d8ead6d053a80abe81c8667
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“We are excited to use the Autodesk Fusion 360 API to provide an end-to-end service for hardware 
developers that shortens the time to product commercialization and scaling up manufacturing production 
with the resources of the global supply chain.” – Lucas Wang, CEO, HWTrek 
“Our partnership with Autodesk provides a true end-to-end manufacturing solution for turning design-
led ideas into reality by connecting the Fusion 360 community to our virtual machine shop of scalable 
CNC machining and production services from qualified U.S. suppliers.” – Drura Parrish, CEO & 
Founder of MakeTime. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Cadence – Speech-enhancement software optimized for HiFi audio / voice DSPs 
1 December 2015 

Cadence Design Systems and Accusonus have announced that the Accusonus Focus-MDR and Focus-
DNR speech enhancement software has been optimized for Cadence Tensilica HiFi audio / voice digital 
signal processors (DSPs). 
Accusonus was able to achieve a 60 percent reduction in computational cost as measured in megacycles 
per second (MCPS) without any loss of quality. With these optimizations, the Accusonus two-
microphone embedded joint de-noise and de-reverberation software products reduced the computational 
requirement to as little as 4.8 MCPS, making them among the most efficient implementations in the 
market. 
The patented Accusonus algorithms eliminate noise and reverberation while significantly improving 
speech quality to make conversations intelligible, even when there’s a large distance between the 
speaker and microphone. 
The Tensilica HiFi DSP is the most widely used licensable audio/voice/speech DSP family, with support 
for over 160 proven audio/voice software packages and over 75 software partners in the Tensilica 
XtensionsTM partner program, says the company. 
“Our products were, from the very beginning, designed to work in tandem with any other technologies 
running on the HiFi DSPs and to improve their performance in demanding acoustic environments,” said 
Elias Kokkinis, CTO, Accusonus. “We envision our de-noise and de-reverberation products as essential 
additional components of any indoor voice processing solution, such as conference systems or IoT 
devices. By utilizing the flexible architecture of the HiFi DSPs, we have achieved a dramatic 
improvement in computational performance without any loss of speech quality and our products are now 
ideal for those cases where computational efficiency is the top priority.” 
“The unique and compelling solution offered by Accusonus significantly improves the voice quality of 
mobile and IoT devices,” added Larry Przywara, group director, Audio/Voice IP Marketing, Cadence. 
“The dramatic improvement in computational performance provides our customers the advantage of 
being able to design applications with significantly lower frequency and lower power compared to other 
architectures.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

HWTrek Teams with Autodesk to Transform the Making of Smart Things 
2 December 2015 
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HWTrek (Hardware Trek), the global open innovation platform for hardware creation, today announced 
a collaboration with Autodesk to enable the integration of HWTrek’s platform with Autodesk to be 
launched early 2016 as part of the Forge initiative. Forge is an initiative to accelerate a cloud connected 
ecosystem in support of the future of making things. 
A significant challenge for hardware development has been bridging advancements in online 
collaboration and innovations of IoT device creators with the global manufacturing and supply chain, 
which has been slower to embrace these changes. The success of Fusion 360 and the new hardware 
revolution has pushed the demand for solutions to these challenges further. 
“Integration with industry leading development tools like Fusion 360 aligns with the long-term strategic 
vision for HWTrek’s hardware development ecosystem platform,” said Lucas Wang, HWTrek CEO. 
“As a platform for hardware innovation, HWTrek bridges the gap with connections to consumer 
electronics manufacturing resources. We are excited to work together with Autodesk Fusion 360 to 
provide a seamless end-to-end service for hardware developers that shortens the time to product 
commercialization and scaling up manufacturing production with the resources of the global supply 
chain.” 
“Fusion 360 is a central component of Autodesk’s product innovation platform, enabling makers and 
manufacturers to deliver on the future of making things,” said Stephen Hooper, Autodesk’s senior 
director for manufacturing industry strategy. “The Forge Initiative expands the capabilities of the 
platform by bringing innovative companies like HWTrek into the ecosystem.” 
HWTrek’s cloud-based platform is the first global, complete end-to-end hardware development 
ecosystem—a one-stop shop—for IoT hardware innovators working to manage their product 
development, connect with manufacturing and supply chain industry experts, and bring their connected 
device projects to market. HWTrek now connects 4,000 hardware creators and startups that have created 
1,200 projects on the platform to 800 trusted manufacturing and supply chain industry experts from 
Taiwan and Shenzhen to rest of the world—from tier 1 ODMs to small, skilled design houses—who 
have developed unique programs to assist the creators in pilot production. More than 2,000 inquiries 
have been successfully bridged with manufacturers and other experts. 
“Sharing CAD models with potential manufacturing partners can be an ordeal at the best of times. 
Having Fusion 360 sharing integration with the HWTrek platform would be amazingly helpful for the 
bidding process,” said Jesse Vincent, co-founder and CTO of Keyboardio, which was designed in 
Fusion 360 and also a member of the HWTrek ecosystem. 

Click here to return to Contents 

iBASEt Announces the Launch of My iBASEt New Customer Portal 
04 December 2015 

iBASEt, the creators of Solumina’s Product Lifecycle Execution (PLE) software suite announced today 
the immediate availability of their customer portal, My iBASEt. Developed and designed to provide 
iBASEt customers with a state-of-the-art, secure, personalized Web-based portal, My iBASEt provides 
single sign-on access to the iBASEt Knowledge Center, Learning Center, self-service Customer Support 
Ticket Application and Product Release Upload/Download File Transfer area. Each of these four areas 
in My iBASEt is designed to deliver what customers are looking for quickly, providing them responsive 
service, saving them time so they can be as productive as possible. 

http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL2ZvcmdlLmF1dG9kZXNrLmNvbS8=
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ibaset.com%2F&esheet=51236321&newsitemid=20151204005060&lan=en-US&anchor=iBASEt&index=1&md5=7c9ce35fac77fa8738a9d9f0687b6201
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.ibaset.com&esheet=51236321&newsitemid=20151204005060&lan=en-US&anchor=My+iBASEt&index=2&md5=c098cff754d18ccd1810ebffef044037
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.ibaset.com&esheet=51236321&newsitemid=20151204005060&lan=en-US&anchor=My+iBASEt&index=3&md5=ee508ddfd6196b60286b085074e2ad29
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.ibaset.com&esheet=51236321&newsitemid=20151204005060&lan=en-US&anchor=My+iBASEt&index=4&md5=148f6be76d58c5f914d820b06be9fb7e
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iBASEt serves a diverse array of many of the world’s leading aerospace & defense, electronics, 
industrial equipment, medical products and nuclear manufacturers. Each customers’ business is unique, 
yet all share the common need to gain access to knowledge immediately. Designed for responsiveness 
and speed, My iBASEt is purpose-built to accelerate a wide spectrum of interactions customers rely on to 
stay productive. Customers can quickly schedule training, submit and track customer service tickets, and 
collaborate with support using the Product Release Upload/Download File Transfer area, in addition to 
completing many other tasks. 
“Our customers’ time is their most precious resource, and at iBASEt we’ve designed My iBASEt with 
responsiveness and speed in mind. Consolidating together four separate applications into a single portal 
saves our customers valuable time from having to switch between applications and is designed to deliver 
the knowledge and support they need anytime they need it, anywhere,” said Vic Sial, President, iBASEt. 
Consolidating four applications into My iBASEt is also in response to customers’ requests for more 
centralized control and flexibility over every aspect of how they maximize their iBASEt investment. 
“By designing, developing and launching My iBASEtwith our customers’ need for control and flexibility 
first, we’re committed to delivering an excellent service experience for our customers,” said Ladeira 
Poonian, Chief Executive Officer (CEO). 

Click here to return to Contents 

Tekla Transitions to Trimble Brand 
2 December 2015 

Trimble announced today that Tekla Corporation will transition to the Trimble brand on January 1, 2016. 
Trimble acquired Tekla in 2011 and the rebranding reflects both the evolution of Trimble as well as its 
vision for the future. 
Since the acquisition, Trimble and Tekla have shared a common vision—to transform the building 
lifecycle through advanced, accessible and intuitive technologies and to drive increased collaboration 
across the industry. Trimble combines strong domain knowledge with a broad portfolio of technology 
and capabilities to develop customer-centric solutions that are transforming the planning, design, 
construction and maintenance and operation of buildings and civil infrastructure. With an open approach 
to Building Information Modeling (BIM), the name change reflects the combined companies' strong 
commitment to customers—providing the opportunity to more tightly connect Tekla software to 
Trimble's broad portfolio of Design-Build-Operate (DBO) solutions. With the transition, Trimble's Tekla 
software customers can expect the same continued innovation and the best-in-class support and service 
as they currently receive. 
"Trimble's expertise, technologies and investment in research and development enables us to bring 
solutions to market that transform the construction workflow. The brand name is an important indicator 
of who we are and what we stand for," said Risto Räty, general manager for Trimble's Structures 
Division. "Together, we can better serve the construction industry as we more tightly connect Tekla 
software to Trimble's broad portfolio of DBO solutions." 
BIM is a process being rapidly adopted by the world's construction, engineering and architectural 
communities to produce, communicate and analyze building models. The tighter integration of Tekla's 
BIM software solutions with Trimble's building construction estimating, project management and BIM-
to-field solutions will enable a compelling set of productivity solutions for contractors around the world. 
Clients can benefit from dedicated workflows and productivity solutions that are unmatched in the 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.ibaset.com&esheet=51236321&newsitemid=20151204005060&lan=en-US&anchor=My+iBASEt&index=5&md5=4907ce3a279cab87dfcb01fc100d59ef
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.ibaset.com&esheet=51236321&newsitemid=20151204005060&lan=en-US&anchor=My+iBASEt&index=6&md5=dab72a4851f30ccf4619660f58e46ee4
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.ibaset.com&esheet=51236321&newsitemid=20151204005060&lan=en-US&anchor=My+iBASEt&index=7&md5=fdc08f099547387b21c1f727a3a829bf
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.ibaset.com&esheet=51236321&newsitemid=20151204005060&lan=en-US&anchor=My+iBASEt&index=8&md5=e0ed79d0a092a23b7d6236c133108df6
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construction industry. 
Tighter integration of Tekla with Trimble's construction software portfolio will enhance the ability to 
integrate data throughout a project lifecycle, while eliminating costs through better accuracy and 
interoperability—providing customers with a broad and sophisticated BIM capability. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Event News 
Autodesk University 2015 Spotlights The Future of Making Things 
30 November 2015 

Autodesk University--Starting tomorrow, December 1, Autodesk, Inc.  will spotlight a number of 
advances toward the future of making things. As disruptions reshape how the world is designed and 
made, the company will showcase new technologies and modes of work that will help Autodesk 
University attendees navigate and thrive in this shifting landscape. 

 “Technologies like the Internet of Things, augmented and virtual reality, and robotics will change the 
way engineers and designers work,” said Carl Bass, Autodesk president and CEO. “Places and things are 
more connected, intelligent and dynamic than ever before.” 

In their keynote speeches to the nearly 10,000 attendees (and hundreds of thousands online), Bass and 
Autodesk Chief Technology Officer Jeff Kowalski will showcase the ways that innovative organizations 
such as Airbus and MIT Media Lab are adapting to and taking advantage of these technological shifts. 
They will also demonstrate how Autodesk’s cloud-based 3D design, engineering and fabrication 
software is helping these pioneering teams achieve their goals. 

During the event, the company will introduce a number of new technologies and partners that will help 
enable Autodesk customers to reach better outcomes and adapt to the future of making things. The 
company will announce new cloud services focused on the Internet of Things, construction document 
management, as well as a new subscriber experience. The company will also roll out a series of major 
new efforts focused on its developer ecosystem for cloud services. 
Other key moments of the Autodesk University event will include Senior Vice President Amar 
Hanspal’s closing keynote on the incredible solutions today’s designers and engineers are creating to 
address some of the world’s most epic problems, such as access to clean water, green energy and 
improving health outcomes for everyone. 
Also this year’s three Innovation Forums will be themed around the major disruptions driving the future 
of making things – namely changes in intellectual production, in physical production, and in consumer 
demand and products. Speakers representing architecture firms, civil infrastructure operations, 
construction companies, manufacturers of varying sizes and from all over the world will share stories of 
how they are evolving their workflows for a series of inspirational projects. 
Autodesk University (AU) is a series of conferences and an online learning destination focused on 
inspiring, challenging and energizing Autodesk software users, partners, and industry leaders about the 
future of design and engineering. Now in its 23rd year, the AU conferences attract more than 25,000 
participants at live events throughout the year including the flagship conference in Las Vegas, which 
began today; international AU events in Japan, India, Brazil, Russia, Germany, and China; and AU 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com&esheet=51232218&newsitemid=20151130005367&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk%2C+Inc&index=1&md5=acf3ac78a6c080a2be0b7668dd596c4b
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fau.autodesk.com%2F&esheet=51232218&newsitemid=20151130005367&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+University&index=2&md5=cfbf3b19ececc0117ee1d5c60e40b080
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fau.autodesk.com%2F&esheet=51232218&newsitemid=20151130005367&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+University&index=2&md5=cfbf3b19ececc0117ee1d5c60e40b080
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fau.autodesk.com%2F&esheet=51232218&newsitemid=20151130005367&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+University&index=3&md5=d36bbd793b293e063150920d4d5b24aa
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Extension events in an additional six countries. Hundreds of thousands more are reached through the 
online presence of AU throughout the year. 
Autodesk University events provide attendees with a mix of presentations, instruction, and social 
activities to network, share ideas with peers, and meet industry leaders from around the world. Most of 
these presentations are available online for no charge at au.autodesk.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 

ESI Sales for the 3rd quarter of 2015 up 10.3% 
26 November 2015 

Alain de Rouvray, ESI Group’s Chairman and CEO, comments: "The third quarter continues the trend 
established during the first half of the year, with the increasingly wide adoption of Virtual Prototyping 
solutions. The Licensing business remained robust with a continued high rate of repeat business in all 
geographical regions and an improvement in New Business, especially linked to strong performance in 
China. Still impacted by cyclical effects, Services nevertheless reflected the success of engineering 
studies, the core of the Group's development strategy. Confident in its development plan and its position 
at the cutting edge of innovation, ESI Group intends to further develop its technological differentiation 
strategy through its external growth policy backed by a recent increase in funding in the form of a 
syndicated loan of €49 million." 
Sales for the 3rd quarter amounts to €21.4 million, representing sustained growth of 10.3% compared to 
the 3rd quarter of 2014. There was a positive currency effect of €0.7 million. Licenses sales stood at 
€14.9 million, an impressive 16.2% increase at current rates of exchange (+12.3% at constant rates), 
driven by strong performance in Asia-Pacific area, as well as dynamic Repeat Business (+21.8% at 
current exchange rates; +18.5% at constant rates). New Business grew 9.0% at actual rates (+4.4% at 
constant exchange rates). 
With regard to Services, sales fell marginally to €6.4 million: recording -1.3% at actual rates of 
exchange (-4.4% at constant rates). 
Nine-month sales totaled €69.8 million, an increase of 12.5% at current exchange rates compared with 
the same period last year. The currency impact for the period was a positive €3.9 million and stemmed 
primarily from favorable movements in the US dollar and, to a lesser extent, the Japanese Yen and 
South Korean Won. At constant exchange rates, sales were up 6.2%, reflecting the dynamism of the 
business since the beginning of the year. 
The product mix is changing in favor of the Licensing business, which accounted for 71.1% of total 
sales, compared with 68.6% in the same period last year. 
Sales generated by the Licensing business increased to €49.6 million, representing a significant growth 
of 16.8% at actual exchange rates (+9.9% at constant rates) against the previous year. Similarly to the 
1st half-year, this buoyancy reflects the successful levels of repeat business on the installed base, which 
grew at 25.5% (+17.5% at constant exchange rates). The repeat business rate remained very high at 
92.6% at current exchange rates (86.7% at constant rates compared with 74.5% for the first 9 months of 
2014). New Business totaled €9.5 million at current exchange rates benefiting the growth of the 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fau.autodesk.com.&esheet=51232218&newsitemid=20151130005367&lan=en-US&anchor=au.autodesk.com&index=4&md5=4d0d5139cb5c053ed9d797d26129d3be
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3rd quarter but showing a decline of 3.0% in actual terms (-7.7% at constant rates). This activity was 
affected by the persistently difficult climate in Russia which overshadowed remarkable performances in 
Asia and, more specifically, in China. 
The Services business reported sales of €20.1 million in real terms, representing growth of +3.3% 

(-1.8% at constant exchange rates). This was driven by the significant progress of engineering studies, 
ESI Group's core business, where 13.4% (+7.3% at constant exchange rates) growth was achieved. 
Over the 9 first months, the geographic breakdown of sales reflected significant growth in Asia and the 
Americas; driven by the Licensing business. These regions, at current exchange rates, respectively 
represented 41.4% and 20.0% of total sales, compared with 39.1% and 18.0% for the same period in the 
previous year; trends that contrasted with the proportion in the European region, which accounted for 
38.6% compared with 42.9% last year. The increases reflect the solid performance of the Licensing 
business in Asia, where China recorded an outstanding growth of 81.8%, and in the Americas where 
growth was 36.3%. 
Business in the BRIC countries represented 13.5% of total sales for the period, against 12.1% the 
previous year. The highlight was the marked buoyancy of the Licensing business in China that was 
driven predominantly by the success of the immersive virtual reality solution among strategic partners. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Reports Fiscal 2015 Q4 Segment Results and Reaffirms Fiscal 2016 
Outlook 
24 November 2015 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise provided an update on its fiscal 2015 fourth quarter segment results, 
reaffirmed its fiscal 2016 outlook and provided its outlook for the fiscal 2016 first quarter. 
"Hewlett Packard Enterprise is off to a very strong start," said Meg Whitman, president and chief 
executive officer, Hewlett Packard Enterprise. "The new company's business segments delivered a 
second consecutive quarter of constant currency revenue growth in Q4, and we believe that momentum 
will accelerate into FY16." 
Fiscal 2015 Fourth Quarter Hewlett Packard Enterprise Segment Results 

During the fiscal 2015 fourth quarter, Hewlett Packard Enterprise operated as part of Hewlett-Packard 
Company, and its results were consolidated within Hewlett-Packard Company results. Full Hewlett-
Packard Company fourth quarter financial results can be found at HP.com by clicking on "Investor 
relations". 
In the fiscal 2015 fourth quarter, total revenue from Hewlett Packard Enterprise segments was $14.1 
billion, down 4% year over year, or up 3% in constant currency. This is the second consecutive quarter 
of year over year, constant currency revenue growth for the Hewlett Packard Enterprise segments. 
Business segment results are as follows: 

Enterprise Group revenue was $7.4 billion, up 2% year over year, up 9% in constant currency, with a 
14.0% operating margin. Industry Standard Servers revenue was up 5%, up 13% in constant currency, 
Storage revenue was down 7%, flat in constant currency, Business Critical Systems revenue was down 
8%, down 2% in constant currency, Networking revenue was up 35%, up 43% in constant currency, and 
Technology Services revenue was down 11%, down 4% in constant currency. 
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Enterprise Services revenue was $5.0 billion, down 9% year over year, down 2% in constant currency, 
with an 8.2% operating margin. Infrastructure Technology Outsourcing revenue was down 11%, down 
4% in constant currency, and Application and Business Services revenue was down 5%, up 1% in 
constant currency. 
Software revenue was $958 million, down 7% year over year, down 2% in constant currency, with a 
30.1% operating margin. License revenue was down 6%, down 2% in constant currency, support 
revenue was down 9%, down 4% in constant currency, professional services revenue was down 3%, up 
4% in constant currency, and software-as-a-service (SaaS) revenue was down 2%, down 2% in constant 
currency. 
HP Financial Services revenue was $802 million, down 11% year over year, down 4% in constant 
currency with a 2% increase in net portfolio assets and a 4% decrease in financing volume. The business 
delivered an operating margin of 10.8%. 
Fiscal 2015 Results 

On a pro-forma basis, Hewlett Packard Enterprise estimates its total contribution to Hewlett-Packard 
Company fiscal 2015 non-GAAP diluted net EPS was approximately $1.84, within the range provided at 
the Hewlett-Packard Company Securities Analyst Meeting in September. 
The unaudited pro forma Hewlett Packard Enterprise fiscal 2015 non-GAAP diluted net earnings per 
share information presented is based on its estimated contribution to Hewlett-Packard Company's fiscal 
2015 non-GAAP diluted net EPS as adjusted to give effect to the separation transaction effective on 
November 1, 2015. The pro forma amounts do not necessarily reflect what the fiscal 2015 non-GAAP 
diluted net EPS of Hewlett Packard Enterprise would have been had the separation occurred on 
November 1, 2014. They also may not be useful in predicting the future financial condition and results 
of operations of the separate companies. The actual financial position and results of operations as 
reported in Hewlett Packard Enterprise's Annual Report on Form 10-K and other filings with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission may differ significantly from the pro forma amounts reflected 
herein due to a variety of factors. 
In fiscal 2015, Hewlett Packard Enterprise operated as part of Hewlett-Packard Company. Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise provided detailed information in its Registration Statement on Form 10 and 
additional information will be available in the first Form 10-K filing for Hewlett Packard Enterprise in 
December. Beginning in the first quarter of fiscal 2016, Hewlett Packard Enterprise will begin reporting 
detailed quarterly financial results. 
Fiscal 2016 First Quarter and Full Year Outlook 

For fiscal 2016, Hewlett Packard Enterprise affirmed the non-GAAP diluted net EPS outlook announced 
in September. Hewlett Packard Enterprise estimates non-GAAP diluted net EPS to be in the range of 
$1.85 to $1.95 and GAAP diluted net EPS to be in the range of $0.75 to $0.85. Fiscal 2016 non-GAAP 
diluted net EPS estimates exclude after-tax costs of approximately $1.10 per share, related to 
restructuring charges, the amortization of intangible assets, separation costs and acquisition-related 
charges. 
For the fiscal 2016 first quarter, Hewlett Packard Enterprise estimates non-GAAP diluted net EPS to be 
in the range of $0.37 to $0.41 and GAAP diluted net EPS to be in the range of $0.09 to $0.13. Fiscal 
2016 first quarter non-GAAP diluted net EPS estimates exclude after-tax costs of approximately $0.28 
per share, related to restructuring charges, the amortization of intangible assets, separation costs and 
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acquisition-related charges. 
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Synopsys Posts Financial Results for Fourth Quarter and Fiscal Year 2015 
3 December 2015 

Synopsys, Inc.reported results for its fourth quarter and fiscal year 2015. 

For the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015, Synopsys reported revenue of $587.2 million, compared to $539.0 
million for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2014. Revenue for fiscal year 2015 was $2.242 billion, an increase 
of 9.0 percent from $2.057 billion in fiscal 2014.   
"Synopsys reported an excellent fourth quarter and fiscal 2015 against a somewhat challenging 
semiconductor industry backdrop, providing a solid foundation as we enter 2016," said Aart de Geus, 
chairman and co-CEO of Synopsys. "Our game-changing design and verification products have made 
great strides and are yielding excellent results. Meanwhile, we continue to invest and grow in our new 
TAM of software quality and security, both organically and with several important acquisitions during 
the year." 
On a generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) basis, net income for the fourth quarter of fiscal 
2015 was $49.8 million, or$0.31 per share, compared to $62.5 million, or $0.39 per share, for the fourth 
quarter of fiscal 2014. GAAP net income for fiscal year 2015 was $225.9 million, or $1.43 per share, 
compared to $259.1 million, or $1.64 per share, for fiscal 2014. 
On a non-GAAP basis, net income for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015 was $105.5 million, or $0.67 per 
share, compared to non-GAAP net income of $100.9 million, or $0.64 per share, for the fourth quarter of 
fiscal 2014. Non-GAAP net income for fiscal 2015 was$438.4 million, or $2.77 per share, compared to 
non-GAAP net income of $398.9 million, or $2.53 per share, for fiscal 2014. Reconciliation between 
GAAP and non-GAAP results is provided below. 

Financial Targets 
Synopsys also provided its financial targets for the first quarter and full fiscal year 2016.  These targets 
do not include any impact of future acquisition-related activities or costs that may be incurred in fiscal 
year 2016. Beginning in fiscal year 2016, Synopsys will utilize a normalized annual non-GAAP tax rate 
in calculating non-GAAP financial measures in order to provide better consistency across interim 
reporting periods by eliminating the effects of non-recurring and period-specific items. 
These targets constitute forward-looking statements and are based on current expectations.  For a 
discussion of factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from these targets, see "Forward-
Looking Statements" below.  
First Quarter of Fiscal Year 2016 Targets: 

• Revenue: $560 million - $575 million 

• GAAP expenses: $505 million - $524 million 

• Non-GAAP expenses: $445 million - $455 million 

• Other income and expense: $0 - $2 million 

• Normalized annual tax rate applied in non-GAAP net income calculations: 19 
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percent 

• Fully diluted outstanding shares: 155 million - 158 million 

• GAAP earnings per share: $0.25 - $0.33 

• Non-GAAP earnings per share: $0.60 - $0.63 
Full Fiscal Year 2016 Targets: 

• Revenue: $2.350 billion - $2.390 billion 

• Other income and expense: $0 - $4 million 

• Normalized annual tax rate applied in non-GAAP net income calculations: 19 
percent 

• Fully diluted outstanding shares: 155 million - 158 million 

• GAAP earnings per share: $1.55 - $1.71 

• Non-GAAP earnings per share: $2.93 - $3.00 

• Cash flow from operations: at least $500 million 

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Airbus Testing 3D-Printed Partition for A320, Made With New Metal Alloy 
2 December 2015 

Airbus and Autodesk‘s design studio, The Living, have designed and developed the largest 3D-printed 
metal part for a commercial airplane in history, what they call a “bionic” partition that is 3D-printed 
from a direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) “printer” that uses a new super-strong alloy called 
scalmalloy to achieve the lightness of aluminum with the strength of titanium. 
Already used for small parts, often with complex shapes, the Airbus/Autodesk project brings additive 
manufacturing into the plane’s cabin. The assembly is for a partition that separates the passenger cabin 
of an A320 from the rear galley. 
The resulting “bionic” replacement is a stronger partition compared to the current model that also saves 
55 pounds in weight. If one final test is passed next month, the new partition will be in every new A320 
next year. The companies estimate that using it will remove 96,000 tons of CO2 a year thanks to less jet 
fuel being burned to transport the lighter partition system. 
 “The partition is a difficult assembly of components,” said David Benjamin, principal of The Living. 
“The goal was to reduce its weight by 30%, so generative design was really a necessity. We had very 
clear goals and constraints. The partition can only attach to the fuselage at four points. You need to be 
able to cut out parts of the partition to allow a stretcher into a cabinet if necessary. We combined 
biology, computation in design and a living organism plan followed.” 
Based off of organic structures, the new partition is a weblike assembly of connected nodes that uses a 
small amount of material. It’s not just efficient, but redundant in that the structure could still hold up if 

http://www.autodeskresearch.com/groups/living
https://agmetalminer.com/2014/04/22/from-stryker-to-ge-aviation-3d-printing-with-metals-getting-much-hotter/
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one or more weblike nodes are knocked out or off in a crash, or if there was an incident inside a plane’s 
cabin. 
The 122 parts that make up the assembly are printed in seven batches to make one entire partition. The 
finished assembly uses a mixture of materials including scalmalloy, aluminum and magnesium in a 
DLMS printer. 
“Scandium (a rare earth additive in scalmalloy) gives it its strength performance,” said Bastian Schaefer, 
Innovation Manager at Airbus. “It has a very high-yield of strength. We tested it up to rupture and it 
performed better than any other current alloys.” 
Shaefer said printing speed is still an issue, but that his team believes that better DMLS printers can 
solve that problem in the near future. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Bemap Aranda Flies High With WorkNC And WorkPLAN  
30 November 2015 

Processing between 30 and 60 new tooling projects every day, industrial mechanics specialists Bemap 
Aranda say WorkNC CAM software is the core element of their manufacturing operation. “It allows the 
workshop to function around the clock without supervision,” says Director Michel Gauthier. 
And accurate production control is achieved by using the WorkPLAN Management System to plan and 
monitor all their projects.  
Based in the Hautes-Pyrénées region of France, the company undertakes a variety of machining work 
and tooling equipment repairs, mainly in the aerospace and aeronautics industries, but also for the 
automotive and railway sectors, too. 
The engineering office imports customer CAD data of the part into CATIA, and designs the tooling 
equipment for it. Then the production planning department analyses each tool component and defines 
the CAM process using WorkNC, from Vero Software. 
Bemap Aranda use both 3-axis and 3+2-axis programs for their Forest Line, Breton Flymill, Mori Seiki, 
Doosan and Eumach CNC machines. The modules create roughing and re-roughing cutpaths – and 
depending on the tooling geometry they use one of two finishing processes: either Z-Level finishing, 
optimisation and remachining with a small tool; or planar finishing and final finishing with a small 
diameter cutter. 
“Programming is very quick and easy, and the toolpaths are then transmitted to the required machine by 
WiFi.  Once machining is complete the tooling component is practically finished, as WorkNC’s rapid 
and reliable finishing toolpaths give a remarkably high surface quality. The parts require very little 
manual reworking.” 
He says toolpath trajectories are easily modified in the graphic display by deleting specific zones or 
passes, according to the areas to be machined, while still maintaining the same reliability, due to the 
collision management module. “We don’t have the staff to operate three shifts, but WorkNC gives us the 
means to optimise our productivity by safely producing components, unsupervised, through the night.”     
Bemap (Bureau d’Etude Mécanique Adour Pyrénées) was founded in 2001 and acquired Aranda three 
years later. “Without WorkNC we wouldn’t be able to produce all the tools that we do today. Each of 
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our tools is unique, and requires individual project management, working on a just-in-time basis.” 
He says the company can always find the ideal solution for manufacturing their tooling equipment. The 
global roughing and re-roughing toolpath is optimised for reduced fresh air cuts, with localised retracts 
and corner smoothing for high speed machining, and also for automatic detection and machining of flat 
surfaces. And the full set of finishing toolpaths, especially Z-Level, ensures reduced machining times 
and improved quality with automatically generated corner lead-ins preventing the parts being marked.      
Extending the factory to a total of 1,500 square metres, and purchasing two new 5-axis machining 
centres, meant they could diversify production into manufacturing volume parts, and increasing the 
number of employees from six in 2008, to 22.  
But with the excellence in engineering that WorkNC provides, comes the need for additional 
sophistication in production control. Bemap Aranda uses WorkPLAN, Vero Software’s fully-scalable 
family of manufacturing solutions, to automate and manage processes for around 160 different projects a 
month, such as job costing, quotations, sales order processing, planning, quality, time, purchasing and 
stock management. Five members of staff use WorkPLAN, which Company Secretary and Accountant, 
Marie Capdeville describes as a valuable resource for controlling their volume part operation. 
“The aeronautics industry, in particular, is extremely demanding regarding delivery lead times, quality 
and prices. Aranda have obtained ISO EN9100 accreditation thanks to WorkPLAN, which has allowed 
us to ensure full organisational compliance.” 
By using specific filters to edit spreadsheets, the Quotation module shows the percentage of 
unconfirmed quotations and those converted into orders. “This enables us to revise quotations to ensure 
they are competitive, while maintaining profitability. We’ve won new market share and new customers 
by establishing offers using past quotes or projects as models, which means they’re as accurate as 
possible.” 
Job Management performs daily tracking tasks. “All technical and financial data linked to a project are 
available in real time and are easily accessible, meaning we can control progression and take remedial 
action if required. 
“With the Time Management module we regularly compare operation times spent on any given 
machine, or by any of the operators, which allows us to make the best use of their skills and machine 
capabilities. It means we can adapt our manufacturing processes, improve workshop cost efficiency and 
increase profitability.  
Full and precise analysis is provided through a large number of spread sheets and summaries using 
filters. Reports include the ratio between tool manufacturing and volume part production in relation to 
the overall turnover; the delivery of parts and tooling equipment, respecting lead times and outstanding 
invoices; and machine performance such as time spent, turnover generated, and cost. 
Marie Capdeville says before installing WorkPLAN, they used several different software applications 
for individual tasks such as quotes and invoicing, which made it impossible to keep track of projects in 
progress, finished jobs, or future ones. “We evaluated three systems, and chose WorkPLAN for its ease 
of use, clear environment, and the fact that all functionality was readily available on the monitors. We 
can now manage the full chain from quotes through to invoicing in one single environment.” 
The system’s flexibility means they have been able to adapt WorkPLAN to obtain the exact information 
they need.  
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Delcam’s PowerMILL chosen for new additive/subtractive service from Star Prototype 
30 November 2015 

Delcam’s PowerMILL CAM software has been chosen for a new service from Star Prototype that 
combines additive and subtractive manufacturing.  The new service, which Star Prototype calls AddSub 
Manufacturing, combines metal 3D printing and five-axis CNC machining to deliver quickly complex, 
low-volume components that would previously have required the input of two separate bureaux. 
British-owned Star Prototype has been based in Guandong Province, China, for over ten years, where it 
has been breaking manufacturing ground by using a combination of new technologies, including 3D 
printing, alongside their traditional counterparts like CNC machining to deliver top-quality parts for a 
host of applications.  The company developed the new service after it identified a significant demand for 
a one-stop-shop for such components.  
“Many metal 3D printed parts are no longer used as prototypes but as complex low-volume 
manufactured components,” explained Gordon Styles, president of Star Prototype.  “As a result, many of 
these parts need certain high-precision features that are virtually impossible to produce with 3D printing 
alone.  Problems arise because most 3D printing companies don't carry out secondary machining, 
meaning the customer needs to take care of the finishing work themselves or farm it out to a separate 
specialist machining bureau.” 
With the AddSub process, Star Prototype first uses its Renishaw AM250 3D printer to produce 
extremely dense, high complexity metal parts that are often not possible to produce using traditional 
machining techniques.  The Renishaw equipment uses direct metal laser melting to produce components 
in titanium, stainless steel or aluminium. 
The resulting parts are then finish machined on a recently acquired Haas five-axis machine programmed 
with PowerMILL.  Star Prototype sees this combination as being ideal for the production of mating 
faces, precision bores, tapped holes, spigots and other very necessary high-precision features.  Whenever 
possible, the parts are built on the AM250 in the correct orientation, with machining supports designed 
so that the build plate can be transferred directly to the five-axis machine. 
Star Prototype was founded in 2005 by British engineer, Gordon Styles, after the sale of his Styles RPD 
company to ARRK.  After initially managing the production of parts by Chinese suppliers for UK and 
US companies, Star Prototype began manufacturing in its own right in 2009.  Having always used 
Delcam software in his UK companies, Mr. Styles again chose to use PowerMILL in his Chinese 
machine shop. 
Star Prototype now uses PowerMILL to program a range of milling machines, predominately from Haas 
but also from Hurco and from local Chinese suppliers.  With its Delcam software, the company can 
machine quickly parts in either plastic or metal to a high standard of accuracy and surface finish. 
“Star Prototype is world-renowned for its CNC machining capabilities, and its forward thinking 
approach to adopting new technology and improving the service we provide to our customers,” 
continued Mr. Styles.  “AddSub was very much born out of a combination of our established 
prototyping and machining services.  We are confident it will prove of enormous benefit to businesses 
across the globe, particularly to companies in the motorsport, aerospace, military, medical and dental 
fields.” 

http://www.delcam.com/software/powermill
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Devold of Norway Upholds 160-year Tradition of Excellence With Implementation of YuniquePLM 
01 December 2015 

Devold of Norway, that country's oldest producer of knitwear, has chosen to migrate from Gerber 
Technology's webPDM™ to YuniquePLM™ web-based product lifecycle management software, 
continuing a longstanding relationship with Gerber and Norwegian partner Amatec. The knitwear giant 
has been using webPDM for over 15 years. 
For nearly 160 years, Devold has been focused on providing exceptional product quality, the result of a 
long tradition of craftsmanship and the best available technology. Migrating many years of technical 
data into a modern PLM solution allows Devold to fully utilize this historic data in combination with 
improved workflow processes, while continuing to develop garments of appealing design. 
Laila Gaustadnes, professional leader of product development at Devold of Norway, stated, "Through our 
long and successful relationship with both Gerber Technology and Amatec, Devold has always been 
surrounded by a team of dedicated industry experts.  We look forward to increased efficiency and 
productivity through newer functionality, improved collaboration and better access to data made 
possible through YuniquePLM." 
Bill Brewster, vice president and general manager, Enterprise SW Solutions, said, "We are pleased to 
announce that Devold of Norway has chosen to continue its partnership with Gerber Technology by 
investing in YuniquePLM. We are confident that Devold will find significant improvements and 
efficiencies through the tight integration offered in the suite of Gerber products, and ultimately increase 
their profitability with YuniquePLM. Once again, we are excited to collaborate with Amatec, a long-
time distributor of Gerber Technology's YuniquePLM, CAD, plotting, cutting and spreading solutions. 
The implementation of YuniquePLM has been a tremendous collaborative effort." 
To date, many prominent workwear, specialist apparel manufacturers and fashion brands have 
implemented YuniquePLM, including Hansen Protection, Lindstrom, Filippa K, Kwintet, Bergans, 
Abercrombie & Fitch, Adorn Fashions, Aeropostale, Aigle, Bosco Sport, Cutter and Buck, Du Pareil au 
Meme, Fila, Fruit of the Loom, Icicle, Jonathan & Fletcher, Kenneth Cole, Lafodex and Perform Group, 
among others. 
Devold of Norway AS is an independent company with a long and proud history. The company has 
produced high-quality wool clothing since 1853, making Devold of Norway one of the oldest 
manufacturers of knitted garments in Europe. The brand's aim is the same today as when Ole Andreas 
Devold founded the company 160 years ago: to create comfortable, high-quality clothing that protects 
people against the elements. 
Devold of Norway serves two different markets, offering sports and leisure wear and protective clothing. 
Our goal is to maintain our renowned product quality, which is the result of a long tradition of 
craftsmanship combined with the best available technology, while continuing to develop new functional 
garments of appealing design. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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General Mills France Brings Häagen-Dazs Ice Cream Merchandising to Life with Dassault 
Systemes' 3DEXPERIENCE Platform 
3 December 2015 

Dassault Systemes today announced that General Mills France, a subsidiary of General Mills, one of the 
world's leading food companies, is deploying the "Perfect Shelf" industry solution experience to engage 
in new merchandising strategies for its Hagen-Dazs premium brand of ice cream. In a product category 
driven by impulse purchases, "Perfect Shelf" enables General Mills France to better collaborate with 
retailers, enhance the consumer shopping experience and accelerate brand growth. 

General Mills France looked to inject innovation into the retail ice cream category by offering a 
differentiated and expanded Hagen-Dazs product line. In March 2015, the company launched new ice 
cream stick bars in five flavors, developed following two years of consumer feedback, and wanted a 
powerful category management solution to support the project. 

Few shoppers plan to buy ice cream before reaching the store. Out of 120 product categories, ice cream 
is the 27th most impulsive purchase , and around 75 percent of category sales occur during the summer. 
As a result, market growth relies heavily on product innovation-more than 80 new products are 
introduced on store shelves each year. In addition to new flavors and formats, brands and retailers must 
consider strategic store aisle placement, shelving and product visibility to inspire consumer purchases. 

Based on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, "Perfect Shelf" helps General Mills France demonstrate 
category merchandising expertise to retailers by recommending shelving scenarios, based on shopper 
research, that enhance its brand and increase the retailer's category revenue. 

Leveraging advanced, cloud-based 3D modeling and visualization applications, General Mills 
France collaborates with mass-market retailers to provide realistic views of store aisles including 
shelves, fixtures, products, lighting and promotional materials, along with an immersive shopping 
experience from a consumer perspective. In this 3DEXPERIENCE universe, changes and approvals of 
assortment, product positioning, signage and promotional displays are made in real time, facilitating 
how they collaborate. 

"We selected 'Perfect Shelf' to help us shape a new vision for the ice cream category and achieve 
shelving-related growth solutions for our clients," said Stanislas de Maleissye, Director, Category Trade 
Management, General Mills France. "This collaborative solution brings a new and innovative dimension 
to category management; we've only just begun to use 'Perfect Shelf.' Tomorrow, this solution will show 
its full potential, from product marketing design to its positioning at the core of retailers' merchandising 
strategies." 

"Dassault Systemes' 'Perfect Shelf' industry solution experience was designed to help leading consumer 
packaged goods companies better collaborate with their customers, and deploy winning merchandising 
strategies faster," said Philippe Loeb, Vice President, Consumer Packaged Goods & Retail 
Industry, Dassault Systemes. "With the 3DEXPERIENCE platform on the cloud, the shopping 
experience design process is more collaborative and takes place significantly faster, with greater extent 
and flexibility and at lower cost." 

 

Click here to return to Contents 
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General Sportwear® to Benefit from New Levels of Transparency and Efficiency with YuniquePLM 
3 December 2015 

General Sportwear Co., Inc®, a leader in private-label woven bottoms, has selected Gerber 
Technology's YuniquePLM™ to standardize processes across its vertically integrated supply chain. 
Prior to its implementation of YuniquePLM, General Sportwear relied on email and Excel® 
spreadsheets to share style attributes amongst its teams, as well as communicate styles throughout their 
development process. As information across these platforms were neither standardized nor centralized, 
information retrieval and efficient collaboration was, at times, difficult to achieve. 

Jeff Rosenstock, vice president of General Sportwear, said, "We are very excited to implement 
YuniquePLM into the way we work. Designers will be able to spend more time designing and less time 
managing files and sending specifications via email." Rosenstock continued, "A transparent and 
centralized system will ensure that our factories will be up to date at each step of the design process and 
reduce our sample and development turnaround time. With YuniquePLM, we look forward to 
significantly expediting our sample and production turnaround time." 

Established in 1927, General Sportwear continues its time-honored tradition of offering high-quality 
woven bottoms with keen attention to quality and service to its clients. The company has made great 
strides since its founding and now produces over 7.5 million pairs of jeans manufactured within its fully 
owned production facilities and distribution centers in Central America. 

General Sportwear will implement YuSnap™, a mobile application that allows users to capture, store 
and share inspirational photos. These photos automatically synchronize with YuniquePLM and can be 
tagged with describer keywords, such as color, product type or material. "This will be particularly 
beneficial when meeting with customers – we can refer to the repository of images within YuniquePLM 
to gain inspiration for new product lines and tag photos that are promising," remarked Rosentock. 

Bill Brewster, vice president and general manager of Enterprise SW Solutions said, "General Sportwear is 
no stranger to Gerber Technology; YuniquePLM will join AccuMark® to help further increase speed to 
market and agility. With YuniquePLM, team members will be able to gain insight into styles, status of 
tasks and samples and log their activity in one point of entry." 

General Sportwear is a family business founded in 1927 by Louis Rosenstock in Ellenville, New York and 
is still owned and managed by the Rosenstock family, whose commitment to quality, price, delivery and 
service is still as strong today as it was over eighty years ago. By owning two production facilities 
in Central America as well as two distribution centers in the United States, General Sportwear is able to 
reduce excess costs throughout the entire supply chain. The company is a leading manufacturer of 
private-brand woven bottoms.  Visit www.generalsportwear.com for more information. 

Click here to return to Contents 

INITEC Energía integrates engineering & design with AVEVA 
01 December 2015 

AVEVA announced today that INITEC Energía, one of the largest engineering companies in Spain 
within the electricity generation sector, has extended its Integrated Engineering & Design (IE&D) 
strategy through the addition of AVEVA Instrumentation software. An existing AVEVA customer, 
INITEC Energia replaced a competitive product, with the latest release of AVEVA Instrumentation to 

http://www.generalsportwear.com/
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improve engineering and design efficiency. 
INITEC Energía was concerned by the lack of integration between its old software and the larger design 
process, which required the use of awkward Excel spreadsheets to export data. Using the expanded 
AVEVA IE&D solution, INITEC Energía has now eliminated the need for manual intervention, 
ensuring information is visible between disciplines and across the entire project, improving design 
accuracy and avoiding costly reworking. 
'AVEVA is the only supplier that can give us total integration across our engineering and design tools', 
said Alejandro Rodriguez, Head of IT Department INITEC Energía. 'In the past, our instrument 
engineers had difficulties in identifying the right data and synchronising key information with other 
disciplines. This lack of integration extended our design time and increased project cost. These issues 
are virtually eliminated with the AVEVA Instrumentation software and by offering complete technical 
assistance to implement our first project, AVEVA gave us the confidence to switch products and benefit 
from a truly integrated approach'. 
'AVEVA IE&D is the most powerful solution on the market today; helping companies like INITEC 
Energía improve project efficiency through the tighter integration of engineering and design disciplines', 
said Evgeny Fedotov, SVP - EPC Sales, AVEVA. 'This implementation demonstrates how easy it is to 
add a new product into an existing project environment and the compelling benefits that can be achieved 
in the improved quality of deliverables and greater project predictability.' 
AVEVA Instrumentation is feature-rich software for instrumentation engineering and design in plant 
and marine projects. It's advanced graphical user interfaces, advanced cable routing integration 
capabilities, use of design rules and catalogues for data creation; offer maximum workflow flexibility, 
improving project productivity and design quality. AVEVA Instrumentation is part of AVEVA's 
Integrated Engineering & Design solution. 

Click here to return to Contents 

New machining centre convinces Hockley Pattern to move to Delcam’s PowerMILL 
04 December 2015 

An investment in a new Mazak machining centre convinced Neil and Gareth Williams, Joint Managing 
Directors of Halesowen-based Hockley Pattern, that the time had come to move up to Delcam’s 
PowerMILL CAM software for five-axis and high-speed machining. 
One of the UK’s leading toolmakers for the aerospace and automotive industries, Hockley Pattern 
specialises in turnkey tooling packages for the production of composite components, together with all 
the associated jigs and fixtures for trimming, drilling, checking, assembling and bonding those parts.  
The company boasts an impressive list of clients in both sectors, having supplied the likes of Airbus, 
Bombardier, Rolls Royce, Spirit Aerostructures, Triumph Structures, GE Aviation, GKN, Bentley, 
BMW and Jaguar Land Rover. 
The company was founded by Neil and Gareth’s father in 1979 and is now jointly managed by the two 
brothers.  Since moving to its current site in Halesowen six years ago, it has doubled its turnover, 
increased its workforce to 53 people and now has the strongest order book since it started trading. 
The brothers decided to invest in a Mazak VTC 800 five-axis machining centre to expand the company’s 
existing machining capacity, in particular to accommodate a large tooling order from Airbus.  They 
believed the machine would be ideally suited to the production of the large, complex tooling required in 
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a variety of different materials by the aerospace industry.  However, he was less confident in the 
capabilities of the company’s CAM system. 
“We were making a significant investment in a machine that had the potential to process difficult-to-
machine materials, much more quickly and to exceptionally high tolerances,” remembered Neil 
Williams.  “There didn’t seem to be much point in making that investment without a CAM system that 
could help us take full advantage of the machine’s capabilities.  We had been thinking about switching 
to Delcam software for some time and the new five-axis machine meant it was definitely time to make 
the change.” 
“Our aim is always to keep on improving and developing our manufacturing procedures to ensure that 
we can support all of our customers’ needs,” continued Mr. Williams.  “Even during the last recession, 
we kept on investing in new equipment.  This not only ensures that we stay competitive, it also means 
that we can continue to deliver the highest quality tooling.” 
As CNC Manager, Darren Laker was responsible for supervising the transition to the new software.  
“We had one programmer that had used PowerMILL in a previous job, which meant we could start 
using the software almost immediately,” he recalled.  “However, he had only used the software for 
three-axis programming so Delcam put one of its experts on-site for an intense session in five-axis 
operation.  Similarly, we had on-site support when we needed to add some extra options for the new 
machine to the standard post-processor.” 
The benefits of the change soon became apparent.  “With our previous software, the tool wouldn’t 
always be retracted far enough from the job so we had to check everything really carefully before we 
sent toolpaths to the machine or we would risk gouging the part,” said Mr. Laker.  “With PowerMILL, 
we haven’t seen any similar problems.  I’m sure the reliability comes from the fact that Delcam has its 
own manufacturing facility where it can test its software on real jobs.” 
“Programming our drilling routines has become much faster,” he added.  “With PowerMILL, you can 
detect all the holes in a model and group them by size automatically ready for drilling.  Previously, we 
had to select, measure and program each hole individually.  This took far longer and there was always a 
chance of missing a hole in our more complex parts.” 
PowerMILL’s built-in CAD tools are also a big help, for example, when programmers want to add run-
off surfaces to models or to cap holes before generating milling toolpaths.  Models don’t have to be sent 
back to the CAD office for modification, which could cause delays, especially at the weekends when 
there wouldn’t be any CAD staff on-site. 
Even though Mr. Laker knows that there is plenty more to come as his team becomes more familiar with 
PowerMILL, he is already convinced that the change was the right decision.  “Most people I talk to 
about our business ask if I use Delcam software,” he claimed.  “I’m very pleased that I can now say 
“Yes” because of the credibility that comes from being a Delcam user.” 
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San'an IC Selects the Mentor Graphics Calibre Platform for Verification of Advanced GaAs Wireless 
ICs 
30 November 2015 

Mentor Graphics Corp.today announced that Xiamen San'an Integrated Circuit Co. Ltd. (San'an IC) has 
selected the Calibre® nmDRC™ and Calibre nmLVS™ products as its golden signoff physical verification 

http://www.mentor.com/products/ic_nanometer_design/verification-signoff/physical-verification/calibre-nmdrc/
http://www.mentor.com/products/ic_nanometer_design/verification-signoff/circuit-verification/calibre-nmlvs/
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solution for gallium arsenide (GaAs) ICs used in mobile and other wireless applications. As part of its 
foundry offering, San'an IC will provide the Calibre design rule decks to its customers to help them 
ensure their designs are error-free and meet all foundry requirements before submitting them to San'an 
IC for manufacturing. 
Designs are growing much more complex at all IC nodes as designers address new requirements such as 
low power, more operational modes, more protocols, redundancy and security. As a result, designers 
need more sophisticated tools that can handle complex requirements and still maintain fast turnaround. 
"With radio frequency (RF) and sensor applications expanding rapidly, we need a single verification 
flow that can handle multiple technologies and process nodes," said Honda Huang, Design Support & 
Marketing Office director at San'an IC. "The Calibre platform gives us that flexibility—it works 
seamlessly with our RF design tools, and supports effective communication with our clients. The Calibre 
nmDRC and nmLVS products allow us to easily implement complex rules for RF design with very 
efficient commands and features like equation-based DRC that significantly reduce our coding effort." 
"San'an IC's adoption of Calibre for advanced GaAs ICs used in RF applications is part of a growing 
worldwide trend to use the most advanced Calibre technologies for larger-feature-size applications," 
said Shu-Wen Chang, director of Calibre Foundry Programs at Mentor Graphics. 
Xiamen San'an Integrated Circuit Co., Ltd. (San'an IC) is located in the Xiamen Torch High-tech 
Industrial Development Zone, with a total investment of three billion yuan on a planned area of 281 
acres. It is one of Fujian Major Industrial Projects 2014-2018 and Xiamen Key Projects 2015, and an 
emerging industry of strategic importance with government support. San'an IC will build new 
production lines for gallium arsenide (GaAs) and gallium nitride (GaN) epitaxial wafers, as well as those 
for gallium arsenide (GaAs) high-speed semiconductor chips and gallium nitride (GaN) high-power 
semiconductor chips targeting microelectronic devices for wireless communication. Risk production is 
scheduled to start in the second half of 2015, and San'an IC will, upon volume production, become the 
first fab in China to combine large-scale R&D and manufacturing capabilities  
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Spain’s TSK standardises on AVEVA Integrated Engineering & Design 
30 November 2015 

AVEVA says that Spain’s TSK has selected the AVEVA Integrated Engineering & Design (IE&D) 
software solution. Initially requiring a 3D design tool, TSK were shown the full benefit of AVEVA’s 
complete IE&D approach. 
By integrating all engineering and design disciplines to share common information, TSK benefits from 
reduced design time and the elimination of rework associated with inconsistent information. 
Information from electrical, instrumentation and 2D engineering work was previously retained by TSK 
in software developed in-house or Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. It is now available in an integrated 
environment for all designers on any given project, offering effective coordination between the multi-
discipline teams at TSK. 
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Product News 
3DS Max Turns 25, Autodesk Releases 2016 Extension 2 
01 December 2015 

Autodesk (www.autodesk.com) has launched 3DS Max 2016 Extension 2 for 3D modeling, animation 
and rendering. The new release builds on the Extension 1 releases, which was unveiled earlier this year 
and expands the software’s capabilities with new tools and workflow improvements that simplify and 
accelerate the creation of 3D assets.  
Extension 2 features a number of improvements. Max creation graph enhancements allow users to 
create, manipulate and use shapes and splines with new nodes. Pros can also import bitmaps and 
simulation data like CSV or Open VDB files. Print Studio allows users to export 3DS Max files for 3D 
printing in one swift click. And animators can now import and animate accurate simulation data to 
visualize how it changes over time. 
New text and shape map tools allow animators to use objects as a mask to create custom decals, graffiti 
and other text-based graphics on the fly without leaving 3DS Max. The text tool also seems 
improvements: font names are now displayed in the font type, making it faster to find fonts when using 
the text tool to apply textures, animations and effects to text. 
Also new is the ability to easily and accurately create, place and animate multiple materials, and use any 
shape to control the application of materials to an object.  
In related news, Autodesk is celebrating the 25th anniversary of 3DS Max. Artists are encouraged to 
share their 3DS Max memories and celebrate 25 years of great work created with the software. Visit 
area.autodesk.com/25yearsofmax to share your work. 
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ANSYS Releases New Versions of SpaceClaim and FENSAP-ICE 
01 December 2015 

Engineers can accelerate product development time and more accurately predict in-flight icing to 
improve aircraft safety thanks to advancements ANSYS has delivered with two new product releases. 
The most recent release of ANSYS® SpaceClaim™ and ANSYS® FENSAP™ dramatically enhances 
speed, efficiency and reliability – providing users with revolutionary workflows and unique capabilities. 
As companies turn to rapid digitalization for every facet of product development, the ability to easily 
manipulate geometry for both design and manufacturing is crucial. ANSYS SpaceClaim 2016 
transforms product development by empowering users to quickly and easily manipulate 3-D models 
across the entire product development cycle. SpaceClaim's unique approach delivers superior ease of use 
and productivity, providing the user with extreme flexibility within product workflows. 
"Since day one, our focus has been to provide customers with a solution to quickly create, edit or repair 
geometries as needed in an open platform environment," said Frank DeSimone, senior director of 
product development at ANSYS. "For this release, we focused on solving challenges working with 
complex geometry, developing new tools like the Shrinkwrap and Skin Surface to decrease the time 
needed to reverse-engineer parts or prepare models for 3-D printing." 

http://www.ansys.com/
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Whether creating designs, editing, cleaning geometries from other tools or reverse engineering existing 
products, SpaceClaim leapfrogs previous releases by delivering unprecedented results such as 10-times 
faster 3-D modeling compared to other products on the market. Start-up time is two to four times 
improved; large model save and load stages are 100 times their former speed; and some tools, such as 
imprint, result in a 200-times speed improvement. From machinist to simulation analyst, existing users 
will see vast improvements and users of other tools will be amazed by the novel approach to geometry. 
Aerospace engineers who analyze aircraft icing can take immediate advantage of the comprehensive 
state-of-the-art capabilities with FENSAP-ICE and FENSAP-ICE Turbo. The new release — the first 
since ANSYS acquired this technology – provides improved integration with ANSYS CFX software, its 
class-leading turbomachinery fluid dynamics simulation software.  The enhanced integration enables 
users to take advantage of the unique capabilities of FENSAP-ICE and FENSAP-ICE TURBO to 
optimize designs and improve safety by more accurately predicting ice formation in jet engines. 
The new release adds numerous enhancements for users of these two systems, enabling them to predict 
in-flight icing for aircraft, engines, probes and components more efficiently and accurately. The 
FENSAP product family incorporates speed-up and efficiency gains, enabling the user to incorporate 
icing prediction in their simulation-driven product development processes. 
"The new release delivers streamlined import and export of required data for more efficient and accurate 
exchange between the FENSAP products and ANSYS computational fluid dynamics solutions," 
said Andre Bakker, senior director of fluids business unit, ANSYS. "Maximizing the accuracy of icing 
simulation ensures that the engineering insight gained from analysis and the resulting design decisions 
made truly serve to improve flight safety." 
The FENSAP release also includes a number of enhancements and extensions that further efficiency, 
including more flexible meshing options, faster solution algorithms, direct extraction of key simulation 
results and more powerful post-processing. These contribute to reducing the time and effort required to 
investigate and solve complex questions associated with icing. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Declares a ‘New World Order’ in Construction Document Management 
1 December 2015 

At its flagship annual user event Autodesk University, Autodesk, Inc. (NASDAQ:ADSK) announced 
Autodesk BIM 360 Docs, a comprehensive, cloud-based service for the construction industry that 
provides a virtual workspace to create, access, maintain, markup and share 2D and 3D project 
documents, plans and models. 

Up to 25 percent of construction is rework, and approximately 10 percent of materials are wasted, 
according to the 2013 industry report by Autodesk, “Making the Grade.” Much of this waste can be 
attributed to the error-prone process of managing hundreds to thousands of project documents. Today, 
the construction industry must contend with a tangled web of multiple document management solution 
providers, contributing to significant inefficiencies and risks on construction project sites. 
Formerly known as Project Alexandria, Autodesk BIM 360 Docs will help to save time, reduce risk and 
errors in construction projects. BIM 360 Docs is designed to ensure that the entire project team is 
building from the correct version of documents and plans. 
“Autodesk is delivering a new world order for construction management,” said Amar Hanspal, senior 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-autodesk&esheet=51234057&newsitemid=20151201005290&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk%2C+Inc.&index=1&md5=454add76fb222300e739508f2fc5a453
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.projectalexandria.io%2F&esheet=51234057&newsitemid=20151201005290&lan=en-US&anchor=Project+Alexandria&index=2&md5=0b59f7255a377999c83ee6e17471a43c
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bim360.com%2Fdocs&esheet=51234057&newsitemid=20151201005290&lan=en-US&anchor=BIM+360+Docs&index=3&md5=5945ad871672998c8bddb17f46f0d683
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vice president, Products at Autodesk. “A comprehensive solution is long overdue, and the delay has cost 
the construction trades too much money and too much time. Autodesk saw the challenge, owns the 
expertise, and is delivering a powerful step forward for the industry.” 
Autodesk BIM 360 Docs connects construction project team members through collaborative, real-time 
access to construction documents throughout the project lifecycle. Planned capabilities include: 

- Linked 3D and 2D experience, allowing users to interact with models in 2D views 
and visualize them in 3D on the same page, and vice-versa; 

- Permission-based access control and approval processes to manage the updating 
and release of documents, preventing project teams from working from out-of-
date information; 

- Blazing-fast viewing experience for large-format PDF design documents, 
optimized for Apple iOS devices; and 

- Automated organization of original and updated construction docs into sets, 
including highly accurate and customized optical character recognition (OCR) of 
title blocks. 

Industry leaders from designers to general contractors and from engineers to owners/operators tested and 
provided feedback to the Autodesk BIM 360 team throughout the product’s development. 
“Document management has historically posed a significant challenge for much of the construction 
industry, yet many still rely on a cobbled-together web of one-off solutions, which isn’t really a solution 
at all,” said Jason Reece, technology and innovation improvement lead at Balfour Beatty Construction. 
“We’ve collaborated with Autodesk throughout the development process and based on what we’ve seen 
so far, BIM 360 Docs is on the right track to offering the industry an integrated technology solution for 
this generations-old problem.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

AVEVA commercially launches AVEVA Everything3D 
04 December 2015 

AVEVA announced the commercial launch of AVEVA Everything3D™ 2.1 (AVEVA E3D™). The 
release builds on the software’s proven ability to deliver time and cost savings for brownfield and 
revamp projects by increasing productivity for EPCs and Owner Operators. Enhanced capabilities such 
as PointCloud demolition and displaying laser data directly on drawings enable designers to interact 
with 3D models in ways that have not been previously possible. Optimised design efficiency is delivered 
through an enhanced user interface which reduces learning curves and moves projects more quickly into 
production. 
‘In the current economic climate where Capex spend is reduced, life extension of existing assets is a 
priority for our customers,’ said Dave Wheeldon, CTO, AVEVA. ‘Listening to that message we have 
put added focus on capabilities which can transform how customers perform brownfield projects, to 
increase productivity, improve quality and drive down project time. Brownfield projects range widely in 
scale with many of short duration, so being able to mobilize the systems rapidly is really important, and 
doing so while ensuring quality and accuracy. That has been the essence of further developing AVEVA 
E3D. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bim360.com%2Fdocs&esheet=51234057&newsitemid=20151201005290&lan=en-US&anchor=BIM+360+Docs&index=4&md5=46c72f8fdc30191f58e4ce24525cd84b
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Cadence unveils Virtuoso platform for 10nm processes 
3 December 2015 

Cadence Design Systems has announced the delivery of the new Virtuoso advanced-node platform that 
is enabled for all 10nm FinFET designs. This next-generation custom design platform delivers up to 5X 
improvement in designer productivity and also provides initial support for emerging 7nm technologies. 
To address the challenges that come with advanced-node FinFET designs, innovative capabilities in the 
Cadence Virtuoso advanced-node platform allow designers to better manage complexity and process 
effects, the company indicated. The key capabilities include multi-patterning and color-aware layout, 
electrically aware design (EAD), module generator (ModGen)-based device array flow, 10nm custom 
routing, and in-design physical verification system (iPVS). 
"Innovation is the core of our business, and through our close collaboration with leading foundries and 
customers, we've been able to optimize our custom design platform for advanced-node processes," said 
Tom Beckley, senior VP and GM of custom IC and PCB group at Cadence. "The new features included 
with the Virtuoso Advanced-Node Platform can enable our customers to achieve the best possible 
results, and we already have several customers using it in production design starts to reduce the 
overhead inherent with 10nm designs." 

Click here to return to Contents 

CD-adapco’s New SPEED v10.06 Release Enables Automated and Intelligent Design Exploration of 
Electric Machines 
CD-adapco, the largest privately held CFD-focused provider of Computer Aided Engineering software, 
today announced the release of SPEED™ v10.06, the latest update to its leading electric machine design 
solution. SPEED v10.06 takes a significant step towards intelligent and automated electric machine 
design, resulting in increased machine efficiency at a lower cost. 
SPEED v10.06 forwards CD-adapco’s mission to help customers discover better designs, faster, by 
making it easier for SPEED users to leverage HEEDS® MDO, a best-in-class process automation and 
optimization tool developed by Red Cedar Technology, a wholly-owned subsidiary of CD-adapco. 
SPEED v10.06 provides users with a library that links SPEED and HEEDS MDO for seamless electric 
machine design. 
In order to meet the demand for more efficient and more affordable electric machines, engineers and 
designers are increasingly deploying multidisciplinary design exploration, covering a wide range of 
machine geometries and operating conditions. With SPEED v10.06, engineers will be able to take their 
designs to the next level, helping them innovate as well as reduce costs and increase lifetime and 
reliability. 
“This release marks a first step towards fully automated multidisciplinary design exploration for electric 
machines,” said Markus Anders, Electric Machine Sector Manager, CD-adapco. “By providing a closer 
link between SPEED and HEEDS MDO, we enable our customers to take full advantage of both the 
efficient design space exploration strategies available in HEEDS MDO and the cutting-edge electric 
machine analysis technologies they are already using in SPEED.” 
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In addition to enhanced capabilities for electric machine design with HEEDS MDO, SPEED v10.06 
offers a number of refinements and bug fixes of existing algorithms as a result of SPEED customer 
suggestions, for example: 
 New windage and friction and stray load loss calculations have been implemented to allow users to 
directly create those losses in accordance with the given standard. 
 A new, more user-friendly node distribution dialog has been added to the GDF editor. This dialog box 
can be used to create new node distributions based on the actual geometry with simple user choices and 
fewer manual interactions to increase the mesh density where needed. 
CD-adapco is committed to the continued development of new and existing capabilities and workflows 
for intelligent and automated design to provide 

Click here to return to Contents 

DST Announces SimWise V9.7 
2 December 2015 

DST announced the availability of SimWise V9.7. This release continues to expand the Optimization, 
FEA, CAD Integration, and Interoperability capabilities of the product. It also introduces a new module 
for performing Fatigue Life calculations. 
SimWise Durability is an add-on module to SimWise 4D that uses the stress/strain history calculated as 
part of a combined Motion and FEA analysis to determine the fatigue life of a part. 
The FEA capabilities of SimWise have been expanded to include transient thermal and combined 
thermal-structural analysis. 
The material management capabilities have been significantly enhanced to provide support for new 
properties used by SimWise Durability. Additionally materials can be imported from SOLIDWORKS, 
Autodesk Simulation, SpaceClaim and many other systems who store material data in MATML format. 
SimWise can also import materials downloaded from MatWeb. 
Support for CAD parts and assemblies opened with FILE OPEN have been enhanced to provide better 
attribute support and a more complete representation of the product structure. 
The SOLIDWORKS and Solid Edge plug-ins have been enhanced to provide improved performance and 
more user options to control what information is sent to SimWise. 
SimWise delivers 3D kinematic and dynamic motion simulation tightly coupled with 3D Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA) and Optimization in a single, affordable package integrated with leading CAD systems 
allowing fundamental engineering questions such as “Does it work?” and “Will it break?” and “How can 
it be made better?”, and with the release of SimWise Durability, "How long will it last?", to be 
answered. Knowing the answer to these questions early in the design cycle allows necessary changes to 
be made at the most cost effective time without going through the expensive and time consuming steps 
of building a physical prototype, testing it, and redesigning it. 
“The inherent value in SimWise continues to grow” said Alan Wegienka, DST President. “More 
capabilities, better integration with CAD systems, and more opportunities to improve your designs. 
SimWise continues to deliver high end engineering capabilities at a very affordable price.” 
Major capabilities of SimWise now include: 

https://www.design-simulation.com/simwise4d/durability.php
https://www.design-simulation.com/news/www.matweb.com
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• 3D dynamic motion simulation featuring a robust 3D contact capability that 
allows real-world interactions between moving parts to be simulated. 

• 3D Finite Element Analysis (FEA) coupled with the motion simulation allowing 
stresses due to dynamic loading to be quickly calculated. Features such as 
automatic adaptivity provide high quality results. Normal modes, buckling, steady 
state and transient thermal and combined thermal-structural analyses are also 
provided. 

• A Simulink interface that allows control systems modeled in Simulink to be co-
simulated with a mechanical system modeled in SimWise. 

• Keyframed animation for producing fly-throughs and other sophisticated visuals 
that aid in understand how a design is actually functioning. 

• Associative interfaces with SolidWorks, Solid Edge, Autodesk Inventor, 
SpaceClaim Engineer, and Geomagic Design. 

• Ability to read CAD data from Catia V5, NX, Creo/Elements, SolidWorks, 
Inventor, Solid Edge, ACIS, Parasolids, STEP, IGES, and STL. 

• Optimization using results from 3D Dynamic Motion simulation and 3D FEA 
analyses. 

• Fatigue Life calculations with add-on Durability Module. 
DST develops physics based simulation software. The company's products are used by engineering 
professionals to build and test virtual models of their mechanical designs, and by STEM educators and 
students in the classroom to teach and learn about physics and engineering kinematics, dynamics, and 
machine design. 
With DST's SimWise 4D, Working Model 2D, and Dynamic Designer products, users evaluate design 
performance, by conducting complete, accurate simulations. Engineers, professors and students can 
quickly perform “what-if” analyses, find and correct design problems, plus refine and validate designs 
without the need for physical prototypes.  
Students in high school and college use Interactive Physics, DST's award-winning educational software, 
to explore and understand the physical world through simulation. 
DST develops, markets, and supports these software tools for commercial and academic users 
worldwide. Selected DST products are available from leading CAD suppliers and CAE resellers. Learn 
more by visiting the DST website at www.design-simulation.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Elmo Solutions Launches New Release of Agni Link CAD-ERP Data Integration at Autodesk 
University 2015 
1 December 2015 

Elmo Solutions will officially launch Agni Link 6, latest release of its CAD-ERP data integration solution.  
This new exciting version will be showcased at Booth # 1070. Autodesk University takes place December 
1-3, 2015 at the Venetian Resort and Casino in Las Vegas, NV. 

http://www.elmosolutions.com/agni-link?ref=pr151128
https://events.au.autodesk.com/connect/exhibitorDetail.ww?EXHIBITOR_ID=8869
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Agni Link is a companion 
to Autodesk Inventor, Autodesk Vault, AutoCAD, SolidWorks and SolidWorks Enterprise PDM (EPDM) 
and that provides real-time, bidirectional data integration with ERP systems, among which: 

- Microsoft Dynamics NAV (Navision) 

- Microsoft Dynamics AX (Axapta) 

- Microsoft Dynamics GP (Great Plains) 

- Microsoft Dynamics SL (Solomon) 

- ECi Solutions M1 

This outstanding application offers a unique way to integrate CAD/PDM/PLM and ERP systems. It can 
automatically resolve discrepancies, granting users full control over the integration of CAD data, thus 
ensuring perfect synchronization of both data sets and eliminating redundant data entry, while 
eliminating costly errors.  Agni Link can process and synchronize a wide range of product data from 
either environment, including: 

- ·         Bills of Materials (BoMs) 
·         Items 
·         Jobs 
·         Sales Quotes 
·         Work Orders 
·         Production Orders 
·         CRM 

Elmo Solutions Science Officer, Ricardo Talbot said: "We are excited with this new release that further 
enhances our customer’s gains in productivity with new features such as an enhanced Integration 
Dashboard.  Agni Link brings even more outstanding capabilities and benefits that dramatically enhance 
the value of our CAD-ERP data integration offering.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Elysium Announces a Major Upgrade, CADdoctor EX7, to Optimize Data for Efficient CAE Analysis 
1 December 2015 

Elysium announces that a new release of CADdoctor, EX7, is available today. CADdoctor is a superior-
performing 3D data translation and utilization tool that is highly regarded in the CAD/CAE industry, and 
well-known for its robust results and excellent quality. 
With the growing global desire for a shorter product lifecycle, the manufacturing world is faced with the 
challenge of shortening the lead-time in the manufacturing process. Conducting virtual simulations is 
one of the key factors in facing this challenge, and it has sprung the rapid growth of utilizing CAE tools, 
even in the early design stages. Elysium has significantly enhanced its Geometry Simplification and 
Reverse Engineering functionality within CADdoctor EX7 to make these CAE tools even more 
effective. 
“Since its release, CADdoctor has been chosen by many companies for its powerful and robust 
translation capability between multiple CAD formats. It’s contributed to the streamlining of the 
manufacturing process, as well as the CAE and mold designing processes by adding Geometry 
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Simplification, Mid-surface Generation, Manufacturing Checks, and so forth, to meet past demands,” 
stated Kentaro Fukuta, general manager of Global Business at Elysium. “As the utilization of CAD data 
throughout the manufacturing process has grown, we have developed functions to support efficient CAE 
analysis.” 
One of the major enhancements of CADdoctor EX7 is to the Solid Enveloping functionality. Elysium 
has improved the capability to detect gaps between parts, and fill them automatically. This significantly 
improves the accuracy of enveloping assembly models, as well as allowing for the added feature of 
extracting the interior outline. Fluid analysis can take an incredible amount of manual work to prepare 
data for CAE analysis because of the large amount of clearance gaps. With this enhanced Solid 
Envelope functionality, the geometry of the interior space can instantly be extracted from the design 
CAD data, saving days of data preparation. The time to simulate the gas flow and temperature 
distribution within a car exhaust system, for example, is significantly reduced by the automatic 
extraction of the interior geometry of a muffler. 
The protection of IP (intellectual property) has become another common use of the Solid Envelope 
function as more and more companies increase data exchange with other companies, often across the 
globe. “Data sharing is an absolute requirement amongst the manufacturing supply chain. The issue 
remaining within these data sharing scenarios is that accuracy must be a given, however, the protection 
of Intellectual Property plays a tremendous role as the global supply chain now faces data breach and of 
course plagiarism. CADdoctor aims to address these manufacturing and security requirements with its 
advanced enveloping functionality and key features which allow for invisible component removal, high 
performance enveloping, and interior space extraction,” states Ken Tashiro, COO of Elysium Inc. “In 
addition, we have increased our performance in handling very large models, often encountered in the 
automotive and aerospace industries, to provide very accurate yet lighter-sized models with IP 
removed.” 
The Reverse Engineering functionality in CADdoctor EX7 has also been enhanced to generate a high-
quality B-rep from polygons created in CAE tools. This enables B-rep generation from deformed 
polygons, for example, results of flow analysis to simulate the stretching of plastic parts during the mold 
process, and then conduct interference checking against neighboring parts.  
 Overview of CADdoctor EX7 Enhancement 

1. Enveloping 
CADdoctor recognizes and fills gaps in a large or complex assembly automatically by improved 
Boolean operations and other advanced technologies. 
CADdoctor merges assembly models into a single solid model, and extracts the outline of the exterior 
parts in preparation for efficient fluid analysis. 
CADdoctor also extracts the outline of interior parts of assembly models and automatically creates a 
CAD model that can be used instantly in CAE analysis to simulate the flow of gas and fluid inside the 
product. 
CADdoctor now merges multiple volumes, including both sheet volumes and solid volumes, and can 
create a single solid model. This offers a substantial advantage for manufacturing companies as they can 
now start CAE analysis much earlier, where they were challenged in the past with multiple volumes 
from bosses and ribs during early design stages. 
 2. Reverse Engineering 
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The Reverse Engineering module has been enhanced to generate B-reps from polygon data created in 
CAE tools for structural analysis and strength analysis. 

 Click here to return to Contents 

Fast MultiCAD Visualisation for ENOVIA SmarTeam with KISTERS 3DViewStation 
30 November 2015 

KISTERS and DESIGNRULE have announced the availability of the 3DViewStation integration into 
ENOVIA SmarTeam. This will give SmarTeam users the option to work with a new generation CAD 
viewer, providing blisteringly fast review of large 3D CAD data; supporting the latest releases of all 
major CAD systems incl. CATIA V5, Creo, NX, and SOLIDWORKS. 
One user mode is to run 3DViewStation integrated inside the UI of SmarTeam, leveraging its high 
performance 3D-viewing capabilities, allowing users to view multi-GB-assemblies in seconds. The 
second user mode is to open the CAD data directly into the full 3DViewStation application offering 
access to the whole range of functions for advanced analysis, 3D compare and Digital MockUp (DMU). 
The integration finally supports an export of 3D CAD data to 3D-PDF with support of templates, which 
might include metadata and a company logo. 
KISTERS 3DViewStation is known for current and mature CAD-importers for a broad range of formats 
including CATIA, NX, Creo, SOLIDWORKS, JT, 3D-PDF and STEP plus an extensive set of 
functional tools to view, analyze and communicate 3D-data as i.e. STEP, JT or 3D-PDF. Functionality 
includes many selection, search and filtering possibilities, sectioning, dimensioning, transformation of 
parts, views creation, wall thickness, clash analysis and more. 
The KISTERS 3DViewStation is developed by very closely following customer requirements; it is 
available as Desktop, ActiveX and HTML5 WebViewer product-versions. All product flavors are 
intended to be used together with a PLM-, ERP- or other management system providing all necessary 
APIs. For cloud, portal and web-solutions there is a HTML5-based WebViewer solution available, 
which does not require any client installation at all. All file formats can be used in combination with the 
intelligent navigation- and hyperlinking features to address needs of complex integration scenarios. 
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GlobalSCAPE, Inc. Unveils WAFS Version 5 at Autodesk University 2015 
1 December 2015 

GlobalSCAPE, Inc. announced the immediate availability of its upgraded Wide Area File Services™ 
(WAFS™) collaborative software platform, WAFS 5, at Autodesk in Las Vegas, NV. At the event, 
which brings together around 10,000 design, engineering, and manufacturing professionals, the software 
will be available for review and demonstration at Booth #354. 

WAFS 5 simplifies enterprise collaboration, eliminates errors, and decreases bandwidth usage, providing 
secure, near real-time data access to both on-premises and cloud-based files located anywhere in the 
world. The software uses intelligent byte-level differencing technology to instantly update changes to 
files by multiple remote users with minimal impact on network bandwidth while also ensuring that files 
are never overwritten, even if opened by other remote users. 
The latest version of WAFS includes significant enhancements to stability, performance, and security. 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G073931-001&id=7845793&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.globalscape.com%2f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G073931-001&id=7845799&type=0&url=https%3a%2f%2fwww.globalscape.com%2fwafs
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Some highlights include: 

• Upload performance up to eight times faster, download performance up to 10 
times faster, copy speed performance up to 90 times faster 

• Increased transparency of file replication activities between servers and desktops 
to check for errors and ensure delivery success 

• Increased system reliability, especially during periods of network instability 

• Reduced bandwidth utilization to ensure data transfers do not prevent mission-
critical traffic from flowing in and out of the network 

• Enhanced synchronization engine to ensure easy, secure file collaboration 

Click here to return to Contents 

Hyundai Engineering and Intergraph® Announce Engineering Productivity Automation for Smart 
3D 
04 December 2015 

Leading Korean engineering company Hyundai Engineering Co., Ltd (Hyundai Engineering) and 
Intergraph® Process, Power & Marine (PP&M) have announced the launch of a solution that is expected 
to improve productivity by 20 percent or more during the design phase of a project. 
Hyundai Engineering has used Intergraph software for over 20 years and adopted next-generation design 
software Intergraph Smart™ 3D in 2008. This provided an immediate boost to the productivity and 
efficiency of the company's designers, helping to cement its place as one of Korea's leading and most 
competitive engineering, procurement and construction companies (EPCs). However when it came to 
verifying the quality of design work produced by sub-contractors and junior engineers, it was 
determined that too many work hours were still being spent on repetitive tasks. 
The company approached Intergraph with this requirement in late 2014 and a year-long collaborative 
project was started. The result is the Intelligent Design Basis Verification, a customization for Smart 3D 
that automates the process of verifying and confirming engineering design work. 
"Intelligent Design Basis Verification is an extremely important innovation for Hyundai Engineering," 
said MyungSu Han, general manager of Hyundai Engineering's IT Department. "We are expecting it to 
reduce work hours and costs in the design phase by 20 percent or more." 
Melanie Eakes, Intergraph Process, Power & Marine executive vice president of Global Support & 
Quality Assurance, said, "This work with Hyundai Engineering is a great example of the type of 
automation and rules that we envisioned EPCs would create to differentiate themselves. Both EPCs and 
owners are discovering just how powerful the automation and rule capability is within Smart 3D. 
"For an EPC to have the capability to easily implement automated rules, based on input from the most 
senior and knowledgeable engineers, that can affect the quality and safety of a plant, ship or offshore 
facility for the life of that asset is exciting." 
Intelligent Design Basis Verification will be implemented for the first time in December 2015 on one of 
Hyundai Engineering's active projects, a US$2 billion petrochemical plant in Turkmenistan. 
Smart 3D is the world's first and only next-generation 3D design solution specifically tailored for plant, 
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offshore, shipbuilding and the metals and mining industries, employing a breakthrough engineering 
approach that leverages real-time concurrent design, rules, relationships and automation. It is the most 
advanced and productive 3D design solution that effectively enables optimized design, increasing safety, 
quality and productivity, while shortening project schedules. Companies in these industries typically 
report a 30 percent improvement in overall engineering design productivity. 
Intergraph Technical User Forum (TUF) LinkedIn groups provide an online discussion forum for year-
round networking between users. To learn more about Smart 3D and network with other Intergraph 
users, visitppm.intergraph.com/technical-user-forums. 
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IMAGINiT Technologies Breaks New Ground with Latest IMAGINiT Scan to BIM Release 
Launched at Autodesk University 2015 
2 December 2015 

Rand Worldwide announced that its IMAGINiT Technologies division has released Scan to BIM 2016.1. 
Two new features will redefine the way designers and architects interact with point clouds in Autodesk 
Revit software and provide new functionality, eliminating time consuming modeling tasks. 
“Always looking for innovative ways to deliver high value to architects and design engineers means that 
we’re continuously pushing the envelope of software development,” says Matt Mason, director, software 
development, IMAGINiT Technologies. “With the new Create Mesh functionality, we’ve moved in a 
direction that wasn’t previously possible with Revit by offering a way to quickly model arbitrary 
geometry. Now, for the first time, designers can build more complete and complex models without 
prohibitive constraints.” 
IMAGINiT Scan to BIM customer, Eric Boehlke, Revit consultant at LandTech Inc., comments, “Scan 
to BIM software is essential when I am working with clients on projects that include tracing existing 
building conditions from point clouds in Revit. I use Scan to BIM's features constantly during the 
modeling process.” 
New Functionality in Scan to BIM 2016.1: 
Create Mesh provides the ability to model complex items, such as gargoyles or church steeples, which 
were previously difficult and time consuming to create. With demand for applications for remodeling, 
renovation and historic preservation projects, this new tool: 
Reduces the process of modelling intricate building elements from a matter of hours to minutes. 

Offers the design team control over the degree of accuracy by clicking and moving a simple slider bar. 

Auto-Find Walls eliminates the need to model walls one-at-a-time. By streamlining one of the most 
common tasks, a process that could be repeated as many as 1,000 times in a single model, Auto-Find 
Walls allows architects and designers to: 

• Select specific areas of a model, a building level or section of that level, and 
automatically differentiate walls from other surfaces in that area. 

• Automate the process of reviewing walls and confirm the wall type (i.e. brick, 
wallboard, etc.). 

• Convert detected walls into Revit elements with one click. 

http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://ppm.intergraph.com/technical-user-forums
http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rand.com&esheet=51234024&newsitemid=20151201005201&lan=en-US&anchor=Rand+Worldwide&index=1&md5=075112e985a66af05067e68dae86a8f2
http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.imaginit.com&esheet=51234024&newsitemid=20151201005201&lan=en-US&anchor=IMAGINiT+Technologies&index=2&md5=2c69dc82a47211dab58e81a8d83cb015
http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.imaginit.com%2Fsoftware%2Fautodesk-products%2Frevit&esheet=51234024&newsitemid=20151201005201&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Revit&index=3&md5=43f5027206343dde6f1244d12f1cab50
http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.imaginit.com%2Fsoftware%2Fautodesk-products%2Frevit&esheet=51234024&newsitemid=20151201005201&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Revit&index=3&md5=43f5027206343dde6f1244d12f1cab50
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Lectra unveils FocusQuantum, its next generation of airbag cutting solutions  
3 December 2015 

Lectra is pleased to announce the launch of its new FocusQuantum® airbag cutting solutions. 
Designed to enable suppliers to deliver airbags to carmakers on time, at the right price, with the highest 
level of quality, FocusQuantum represents a major breakthrough in airbag manufacturing. It enables 
fully streamlined operations meeting the stringent requirements of the uncompromising airbag 
manufacturing process. The zero-defect production made possible by the state-of-the-art laser cutting 
solution allows road safety to be incorporated upstream in the value chain through complete control over 
cutting quality. 
FocusQuantum is a comprehensive airbag solution range, combining high-performance laser cutters for 
both one-piece woven (OPW) and flat airbags, as well as a purpose-built software suite and a full range 
of value-added professional services covering implementation, change management and support, to 
ensure operational excellence in the cutting room. 
The FocusQuantum laser cutter range offers more than twice the productivity of solutions currently on 
the market, together with unmatched precision and the enhanced reliability of predictive maintenance, 
enabling a high level of manufacturing excellence at an optimal cost per airbag. The ergonomically 
designed solution optimizes material reloading and the gathering of cut parts for even greater operational 
efficiency. 
The solution's integrated software suite eliminates errors throughout the full array of processes, from 
design through to cutting. Following the import of design software data, intelligent wizards verify 
geometry dimensions and scale factor before any airbag material is even cut. Potential defects-even 
those invisible to the naked eye-are eliminated during the data analysis phase, ensuring the integrity of 
each individual airbag. The FocusQuantum software suite additionally ensures full traceability of 
operations by preventing unauthorized changes to approved commands and processes. 
"The grave nature of recent airbag inflator problems demonstrates the vital role that airbag suppliers 
play in the automotive industry," states Daniel Harari, Lectra CEO. "They have no other choice than to 
produce zero-defect quality. At Lectra, we understand the pressure and challenges they face. This is why 
we have worked closely with leading suppliers to develop and deliver our next generation of airbag 
cutting solutions meeting the airbag industry's stringent standards. We know how important it is for 
suppliers to be able to count on a capable, reliable partner." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Debuts Multi-Discipline Systems Engineering Tools for the Transportation Market 
04 December 2015 

Mentor Graphics Corporation today announced the availability of new tools delivering integrated 
electrical/electronic/software systems engineering capability for the transportation market. The new 
CapitalSystems tools allow implementations to be optimized for key parameters such as cost and weight. 
Unlike other approaches, engineers within the various disciplines do not need to understand one 
another's detailed syntax. This makes the new tools easy to deploy, leaving staff free to concentrate on 
design innovation.  
Transportation platforms such as automobiles and aircraft are largely defined by their 
electrical/electronic systems, including embedded software. But implementation decisions, such as 
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choosing the best processing resource for a software component, are hard to optimize because cross-
discipline impacts are difficult to assess. For example, re-locating a software component may affect not 
only processor characteristics but also databus communications and wiring implementations. Given the 
scale of electrical/electronic content in modern vehicles, poor decisions can have significant impacts.  
The problem can be solved by focusing on vehicle functions that will later be implemented as software, 
hardware, data communications, or electrical interconnect, and then assessing the impact of alternative 
implementations. The Capital Systems tools support functional connectivity capture, platform-level 
integration of those functions, and instant measurement of consequential impacts.  Together they 
provide a complete environment to guide engineers to optimum decisions. 
Luciano Lavagno, Professor of Electronics at Politechnico di Torino (Polytechnic University of Turin), 
who has a special research interest in hardware/software co-design, commented, "These tools are unique 
because they capture all high-level functionality aspects at a single abstraction level. This information is 
projected onto a representation of the host platform, which could be a car, an aircraft, or indeed a 
distributed system-of-systems.  Real-time metrics immediately show engineers the effect of their 
decisions, allowing rapid optimization. No complex internal data mappings are needed, so the tools are 
ideal for fast adoption by staff responsible for system implementation decisions." 
In practice new designs almost always build on data derived from previous projects. Moreover, the data 
describing implementation architectures must flow directly to detailed design processes within the 
various disciplines. For this reason the Capital Systems products provide extensive data connectivity.  
Martin O'Brien, general manager of Mentor's Integrated Electrical Systems Division, said, "These tools 
are seamlessly integrated with Mentor's Capital electrical and Volcano network/embedded software 
design flows. They also support data exchange with other vendors' tools, including adjacencies such as 
SysML systems modeling and 3D mechanical modeling." 
The Capital Systems tools are part of the successful Capital® suite, an advanced software suite for the 
electrical systems and wire harness domain. Used by leading automotive and aerospace OEMs and 
suppliers worldwide, the Capital tool is built to support the complex demands of integrated processes 
from initial product definition through electrical system design, harness manufacture and vehicle 
maintenance. 

Click here to return to Contents 

New MapleSim Toolbox Enables System-Level Modeling with CAD Designs 
3 December 2015 
Maplesoft™ announced the release of the MapleSim CAD Toolbox, a new add-on to MapleSim that allows 
engineers to understand and improve their mechanical designs by bringing their CAD assemblies into 
MapleSim, the advanced system-level modeling and simulation platform. The new toolbox makes it 
easy to import CAD models into MapleSim, so engineers can learn how their designs will behave as part 
of a larger, multidomain system, and apply the advanced analysis tools of MapleSim to investigate and 
optimize their designs and final application. 
The MapleSim CAD Toolbox imports CAD models directly into MapleSim, recreating the model 
components and preserving their kinetic and kinematic properties as well as the spatial relationships 
between components. It offers feature detection, allowing users to easily add new coordinates at points 
of interest, such as the center of a hole or along the edge of a component, and it makes it easy to share 
coordinate frames between separate bodies, ensuring the bodies will be properly aligned when joined. 

http://www.maplesoft.com/products/toolboxes/CAD/index.aspx?P=TC-5491
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The MapleSim CAD toolbox handles files from virtually any CAD system, through direct support for a 
large number of proprietary formats, including those from Inventor®, NX®, and SOLIDWORKS®, as 
well as the widely supported STEP and STL files formats. Once in MapleSim, the models can be shared 
with other MapleSim users, or online using the MapleSim Server, without requiring that the end user 
have access to the original CAD system or CAD files. 
"Today's complex engineering designs involve components from many different domains, and these are 
often designed using different tools, often resulting in problems at system integration time. With 
MapleSim and the MapleSim CAD Toolbox, engineers now have the means to examine how their 
mechanical designs work as part of the complete system, in advance," says Paul Goossens, Vice 
President Engineering Solutions at Maplesoft. "They can detect and correct problems at the virtual 
prototyping stage, long before expensive prototypes are built. Even better, with the deeper understanding 
of the interactions of their overall system, they can make performance-enhancing, cost-saving 
optimizations, resulting in better products for them and their customers." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Tech Soft 3D Launches Tetra4D Enrich to Quickly and Easily Create Interactive 3D PDFs 
3 December 2015 

Tech Soft 3D announced Tetra 4D Enrich, a new application that enables anyone to create rich, 
interactive 3D PDF documents quickly and easily directly inside of Adobe Acrobat [Professional]. 
Tetra 4D Enrich is the first and only solution that allows anyone to create data rich, interactive 3D PDFs 
inside of Adobe Acrobat and without the need for development skills. Tetra 4D Enrich consolidates all 
required product information in one document (CAD, metadata, external data like ERP or PLM 
attributes) to make it interactive. Users are able to create their own template, as well as utilize existing 
templates that are highly customizable. Once one of these templates are created they can be reused to 
create compelling documents such as work instructions, part catalogs, maintenance or repair documents 
and technical data packages. 
The interactive 3D PDF created with Tetra4D Enrich functions more like an “app” that has all the data 
needed to support a workflow and allows the user to consume the data using the ubiquitous Acrobat 
Reader. The Tetra4D Enrich interactive 3D PDF “app” also enables the user and other stakeholders to 
review multiple steps in a process in one document, as opposed to reviewing dozens or hundreds of 
static individual pages of each item or step in a process. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Theorem V18.5 Multi-CAD products support R25 
1 December 2015 

Theorem is releasing V18.5 of its Multi-CAD products for CATIA V5 R25. 

All of the products released under V18.5 will now include support for V5 R25 which provides the user 
with the highest levels of interoperability with JT, NX and Creo file assemblies. 
Our Multi-CAD solution 

- Is based upon the Dassault Systemes XCAD infrastructure 

http://www.theorem.com/index.htm
http://www.theorem.com/MultiCAD/multicad.htm
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- Allows CATIA V5 users to incorporate parts and assemblies from other CAD 
systems, such as NX, Creo and JT, within the CATIA environment 

- No need to use external translators, 

- Pulls files directly into CATIA. 

- Uses the existing V5 commands of “Insert existing component”, “file open” and 
“file save as” 

- Checks geometry for errors and validates the integrity of the data as it comes into 
CATIA. 

- A low cost and efficient solution to the problems encountered when different 
CAD systems collaborate 

R25 is available to existing Theorem users with a current maintenance agreement, as well as to all new 
customers. 
Our strategic partnerships with Dassault Systemes ensures that there is a parallel development between 
their latest releases, and Theorem products, therefore allowing Theorem continue to provide high quality 
solutions for the CAD community. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Vero Software Release VISI 2016 R1 
30 November 2015 

Significant developments in CAD, Mould and CAM functionality are included in VISI 2016 R1, from 
Vero Software.  The product naming convention also explains the move to a new 6 month release cycle 
with two versions planned per year. 
As a leading developer and provider of CAD/CAM/CAE solutions, Vero Software say VISI 2016 R1 is 
a substantial release introducing many new features in all areas of the product with continued emphasis 
on solutions for mould, tool and die makers.  
Major graphic enhancements include an updated GUI with quick access toolbars, live icon combinations 
on the mouse, improved hidden line removal and geometry selection by ‘free-shape’ brush. In addition, 
CAD translators have been updated to support the latest 3rd party CAD formats including Inventor 2016, 
layer categories for NX and attribute hole mapping for Catia V5. 
User efficiency continues to be a focus for product development and major CAD developments include 
significant picking and sketching enhancements, associativity improvements for 3D dimensions, a re-
designed part revision manager, and multiple plotview updates.  
VISI Mould developments include improved cooling channel management with support for solid 
groups, CAD transformations and updated catalogue components such as plugs, connectors and baffles. 
Additional enhancements include a new tool to produce lubrication grooves and a re-written database 
tool to manage and edit the 3D standard element libraries. 
For those involved in sheet metal stamping, VISI Progress updates include improvements to the part 
replacement for 3D strip design, the ability to manage multiple strip designs within the same project, and 
the option for defining families of punches as instances; allowing for automatic updates of geometry if 
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the parent punch is modified. 
VISI 2016 R1 represents another release with major CAM developments covering 2D, 3D, multi-axis, 
and wire EDM updates. 2D enhancements include significant speed improvements (especially on 
complex patterns), a final clearance milling path for zig-zag toolpaths and improved linking for 
pocketing operations. For 3D machining operations, the user interface has been simplified to help define 
the geometry piece, stock and additional faces. An updated CAM engine provides better memory 
management and improved performance allowing VISI to run multithreads for a single toolpath 
calculation. This means that a single toolpath build can be split into parallel calculations, significantly 
reducing the total build time (this is managed automatically by the CAM engine). Wire EDM 
developments include 64Bit engine support, improved 4-axis offset support, and feature recognition for 
constant tapered apertures.  
Other CAM developments include improved analytic material removal, updated stock/model 
comparison, and a new ‘toolpath enquirer’ tool to allow the operator to analyse the underlying toolpath 
data and search for geometry such as elements shorter than a given length or vertical arcs. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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